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Subject:

Resources Management Plan Notebook

This notebook contains both the revised Resources Management Plan Guideline and the most recent
resources management plan software manual (RMP Software Manual). The Resources Management
Plan Guideline found in Part One of the notebook replaces the Resources Management Plan Guideline
that was issued March 13, 1989. The revisions to the guideline are essentially updates in response to
needs for clarification or additional guidance identified by the parks and regional staffs, and
recommendations from the 1993 Servicewide Resources Management Plan Workshop. The form and
content of resources management plans remain essentially the same. However, those portions of the
Resources Management Plan Guideline that duplicate instructions contained in the resources
management plan software manual have been removed from the guideline; the guideline now focuses
on the substance of planning.
The 1994 Resources Management Plan Guideline should continue to provide direction in the use of
the resources management plan as a strategic and a tactical plan for the management of park
resources, with only occasional need for minor revisions. However, because the resources
management plan software is evolving and enhancements are necessary on a routine cycle, the RMP
Software Manual found in Part Two of the notebook will need to be replaced as updated software
manuals are issued with the release of each new version of the software.
The notebook also contains the latest version of the resources management plan software. The
regions will continue to provide instructions to the parks on the preparation and submission of the
Annual Resources Management Plan Update Report using the resources management plan software,
and will continue to consolidate the information submitted by parks for forwarding to the Washington
Office.
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ABOUT THE
RESOURCES MANAGEMENT PLAN

WHAT IS A RESOURCES MANAGEMENT PLAN?
An essential document for each park, the National Park Service's (NPS) resources management plan
serves as the foundation for park resources management programs. The resources management plan
flows from the general management plan and statement for management. The resources management
plan describes the park's natural and cultural resources; outlines the park's goals and objectives in
managing these resources; identifies basic operational needs and specific deficiencies in resources
inventory, monitoring, research, mitigation, protection, and interpretation; describes and evaluates
current resources management activities; and prescribes an action program based on legislative and
executive mandates, NPS management policies, guidelines (particularly NPS-28, the Cultural
Resource Management Guideline, and NPS-77, the Natural Resources Management Guideline),
management zoning, and provisions of related planning documents.
Consistent with relevant laws, NPS-77, and NPS-28, each resources management plan must:
•

summarize the resource values and purposes of the park;

•

describe the park's resources management program;

•

analyze the significance of resources management needs and problems and rank them
in importance;

•

propose specific actions, including dollars and FTEs, for dealing with the most
important and urgent needs and problems;

•

present a multi-year program to achieve measurable progress in accomplishing the
proposed actions;

•

record accomplishments to define progress on priority actions;

•

identify threats to the cultural and natural resources arising from sources inside or
outside the park boundary, evaluate their affect on park resources, and describe
mitigation actions;

•

provide for the integration and coordination of cultural and natural resources
programs as needed.
1

The resources management plan is the park's strategic plan for the long-range management of its
resources and a tactical plan identifying short-term projects. This vision provides the context for
setting priorities and implementing both ongoing programs and short-term projects. Constituting an
agreement between the superintendent and the regional director, the resources management plan
describes resource problems and data deficiencies, laying out a logical, long-term management course.
The resources management plan is a dynamic document used to measure and track progress toward
long-term goals and to adjust resources management actions to keep pace with developing
technologies and techniques. Long-range management goals may evolve slowly in response to
accumulating knowledge and experience gained through the operation of current programs,
operations evaluations, and the completion of short-term projects. In contrast, proposed projects are
expected to change more rapidly to incorporate new data, scoping revisions, partially funded efforts,
and so forth. Information in the resources management plan must be kept current and accurate to
maximize its utility.
The resources management plan also serves as an important information source often used by parks,
regional offices, and the Washington Office to satisfy information requests from a variety of
governmental, public, and private interest groups; few plans serve so broad an audience and provide
such diverse utility. No other plan integrates short- and long-term management strategies, cultural
and natural resources, and issues inside and outside park boundaries.
WHO USES THE RESOURCES MANAGEMENT PLAN AND HOW IS IT USED?
The resources management plan is, first and foremost, a plan for the preservation, restoration, and
management of park resources and provides a summary and analysis of a park's resource information
and current situation. The resources management plan provides a tool for integrating divisional
responsibilities to achieve resources preservation and management objectives. It is particularly
important in clarifying the interface between natural and cultural resources management and
applications of social sciences. The resources management plan serves as a reference and source of
information for the entire park staff, and is a particularly important source of information for the nonresources management staff. Future resources management staff learn from the plan, providing
important continuity to the resources management program. The resources management plan is used
to coordinate actions of other park plans and as a springboard to develop detailed resources
management action plans. The resources management plan is also used in developing cooperators
and for developing public support. It facilitates transboundary cooperation to reduce the impacts of
outside influences on park resources and facilitate cooperation with adjoining landowners in the
management of ecosystems and cultural contexts.
The resources management plan provides a primary source for information about a park that is used
to seek and acquire funding for the resources management program. Funding for resources
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management activities begins with Congress and ends with the implementation of a resources
management program, including one-time, cyclic, or recurring management actions. Along the
continuum, the regional office evaluates project proposals and sets priorities for funding from a
variety of sources for a limited number of park projects and base funding increases.
Regional offices also use information in the resources management plans to identify regional project
needs, to support new and developing techniques in resources management, to coordinate multi-park
projects, and to propose cost savings through park networking and shared research opportunities.
Regional offices review park submissions, providing quality assurance, prior to compiling information
for Washington Office requests.
The Washington Office uses resources management plan summary data to respond to a multitude of
requests from the Government Accounting Office, Office of Inspector General, Congress, other
government agencies, and private interest groups. Funding estimates summarized from the resources
management plan are used to prepare budget briefings and Servicewide budget initiatives targeted
at critical resources management needs. The allocation of some funds, including Natural Resources
Preservation Program and water resources funds, is based on needs identified in the park resources
management plan.
Resources management plans are read by a variety of audiences. In addition to the park and regional
and Washington Office staffs, the audience includes researchers, concerned institutions, special
interest groups, program managers, park neighbors, the general public, and state and Federal
agencies. Due to the wide array of readers, the plan should be written so that a person with little
specific knowledge of the park or familiarity with NPS jargon can understand the plan.
WHO IS RESPONSIBLE FOR THE RESOURCES MANAGEMENT PLAN?
Because the resources management plan is a park planning document, the park superintendent is
responsible for its preparation. The development of the resources management plan is a major
planning effort addressing both natural and cultural resources; because of its dynamic nature,
resources management planning is a continuing management responsibility. Park managers should
recognize that resources management planning responsibilities are fundamental to park missions and
mandates, and will require a continuing staff commitment.
The resources management plan is one of the most complex management and operations documents
that the park will produce. Although normally coordinated by the park's resources staff, the resources
management plan is more than a division action plan. Rather, it is the parkwide road map for
resource stewardship. Resources management projects routinely involve shared responsibilities and
interdivisional cooperation for successful development and implementation. Resources management
issues often transcend park boundaries, requiring the coordination of other state, Federal, tribal, and
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local agencies as well as other parks, private interests, and landowners. Therefore, development of
the resources management plan must be an interdivisional and interdisciplinary effort.
Regional resources management staff responsible to the regional director ensure that the plan is
prepared according to this guideline and that its recommendations are valid and consistent with
established resources management policies and guidelines.
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EXTERNAL PARTICIPATION
IN
RESOURCES MANAGEMENT PLANNING

HOW TO INITIATE THE RESOURCES MANAGEMENT PLAN PROCESS - SCOPING
When writing or substantially revising a resources management plan, the park should initiate a
scoping process to gather information from people knowledgeable of the natural, cultural, and social
resources of the park; document the issues affecting park resources; develop alternative actions to
address those issues, and the major components of each of those actions; identify possible sources
of funding and ways of implementing the proposed actions; and identify potential partnerships.
Scoping should involve representatives from all divisions of the .park staff, sister agencies,
academicians, park neighbors and traditional users of park resources, the State Historic Preservation
Office, and private interests. Various methods can be used to scope out resources management
issues, ranging from informal interviews to formal meetings and conferences. Assistance from the
regional office and elsewhere, including Washington Office specialists, should be sought as needed
to obtain interdisciplinary expertise and advice on scoping techniques. The park must decide what
level of scoping is appropriate and what techniques are most effective given the complexity of the
park's resources management responsibilities and the sensitivity of its social, cultural, and political
setting. The quality and utility of the final plan are directly related to the adequacy of the scoping
process. Inadequate scoping undermines a comprehensive, interdisciplinary effort, resulting in a plan
that lacks commitment by other park divisions and the understanding and support of park neighbors
and potential cooperators. After the initial scoping process, all divisions in the park should actively
assist in the in-house drafting and review of the plan.
Suggestions for Conducting Resources Management Plan Scoping Sessions
The following discussion outlines suggestions to parks on resources management plan scoping
sessions. These suggestions are based on the experiences of the staff in the Midwest Region.
Persons that should be invited to each session.
regional director or representative (often only needed at the kick off)
regional cultural resources representative
regional natural resources representative
superintendent
assistant superintendent (where applicable)
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chief ranger
chief of resources management (where applicable)
chief of cultural resources (where applicable)
chief of maintenance
chief of interpretation (where applicable)
as many other staff members as possible
outside experts
staff (or their acting) that the region and park feel need to be present before a scoping can be
conducted
state historic preservation officer
local government preservation board or staff (where applicable)
Materials that should be present at the session.
•
•
•

copies (enough for every person present) of all legislation pertaining to the park
copy of the NPS Organic Act
pertinent copies of all other applicable laws (i.e., National Environmental Policy Act, Migratory
Bird Treaty Act, Endangered Species Act, Coastal Barrier Systems Protection Act, National
Historic Preservation Act, Antiquities Act, Archeological Resources Protection Act). See
Appendix A of NPS-77, NPS Management Policies, Appendix B of NPS-28, etc.
recovery plans for threatened and endangered species
copy of the park's statement for management and general management plan
copy of most recent resources management plan guidelines and subsequent guidance
flip chart for writing down thoughts and major points
laptop computer and a typist for recording thoughts and major points

Tasks to assign to personnel in preparation to a scoping session.
•

Assign each scoping session participant the task of highlighting goals contained in the legislation
pertaining to the park. (Keep in mind that enabling legislation is highly variable. A few of the
earlier parks will have no real guidance; legislative history should be explored in this instance.
Other parks will have multiple pieces of legislation with relatively specific guidance. Don't dwell
on the inadequacies.)

•

Assign members of the park staff the task of reviewing the NPS Organic Act, other applicable
laws, policies, procedures, recovery plans, etc., to pick out pertinent goals for the park to bring
up during the scoping session discussion.
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Post and circulate the following rules of conduct for the meeting, adapted from the R-MAP process.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

7.

Participants are critical of ideas, not people.
Participants focus on reaching the best possible decision, not winning.
Participants listen to everyone's ideas, even if they do not agree.
Participants restate what someone has said if it is not clear.
Participants first bring out all the relevant information, and then try to put it together.
Participants, no matter what their status or grade, are encouraged to participate. The strength
of the scoping process is the broad spectrum of persons that participate and their individual
views and ideas.
Participants may change their mind when the evidence clearly indicates they should.

The following process could be used as an example of how a scoping session can be conducted.
The regional director, deputy regional director, or an associate regional director kicks off the
session. Discussion leaders felt this was the single most important factor leading to successful
scoping sessions. The regional director states the importance of resources management plans and
his/her support of the scoping session process.
A regional natural or cultural resources representative describes resources management plans and
discusses the most recent guidelines and their meaning.
Participants identify what they perceive as their highest resource priority in the park. This involves
the staff in the discussion early and provides a benchmark for recapping the main issues and
actions.
One person records the goals, issues, and actions on a computer. Goals taken from legislation,
laws, policy, etc., are the foundation upon which issues related to these goals are developed. The
final outcome of the scoping session is a list of alternative actions under each issue. Issues and
actions become project statements.
Goals, issues, and actions are recorded on a flip chart. As more goals are listed the pages are
taped around the room for reference when developing issues and actions.
One person leads the discussion. This person should be someone other than the superintendent
or the assistant superintendent. The natural and cultural resources managers in the park or region
usually work well. Those two persons can trade off when expanding on natural or cultural issues
and actions.
The park is left with a list of goals, issues, actions, and a timetable from which they can develop
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a resources management plan.
Assigned personnel draft high priority project statements from the list developed at the scoping
session. Model project statements can be requested from the regional resources management plan
coordinator or from the Washington Office. Higher priority projects should be more detailed.
Project statements are circulated for review by peers both inside the National Park Service and
outside. This should include personnel from the National Biological Survey, cooperative park
study units, and the State Historic Preservation Office.
EXTERNAL PARTICIPATION LN RESOURCES MANAGEMENT PLANNING
Because the resources management plan provides critical analysis of a park's resources, it is of interest
to concerned institutions, special interest groups, park neighbors, and the general public. Park
superintendents ensure that opportunities are made available for the public to participate meaningfully
in, and comment on, preparation and major revisions to resources management plans.
The Benefits of External Participation
Although the resources management plan is generally not the document through which environmental
compliance is accomplished, the participation of other Federal, state, and local agencies, Native
American authorities, and private landowners adjacent to the park in the development of resources
management plans has many benefits. Involving others in the planning process can minimize the
impacts of outside influences on park resources, reduce conflicts, and help accomplish resources
management objectives. External participation also facilitates cooperation with adjoining landowners
in management of ecosystems and cultural contexts, and serves as a vehicle to coordinate research,
share data and expertise, and establish native wildlife corridors. External participation in the
resources management plan development can also identify partnerships, interagency agreements, and
other cooperative agreements that may be needed.
Extent and Type of External Participation
The extent and type of external involvement in resources management planning will vary according
to park location and people involved, the type of planning effort (i.e., new resources management
plan or a revision), and the level of external interest. At a minimum, other Federal agencies, state
and local governments (including the state historic preservation officer, Native Americans, and other
indigenous populations in the area of the park) should be involved. Superintendents should also seek
input from the National Biological Survey and universities to help resolve management concerns in
the planning process and to identify areas where additional research is needed. The types of external
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participation that can be conducted include requests for written comments, meetings, conferences,
seminars, workshops, tours, open houses, the assignment of planning teams, and similar events
designed to foster public reactions and suggestions.
When to Conduct External Participation
External participation is encouraged at each phase of resources management planning, but may be
particularly useful during the scoping process. External participation in scoping allows parks to elicit
the full range of resources management issues and concerns. External participation in the review of
draft resources management plans or the review of an executive summary of the resources
management plan may be beneficial in allowing parks to gauge support for the park's resources
management program and activities. Since many resources management plans are lengthy, a park
may prepare an executive summary for external review. The length of time provided for the review,
whether the resources management plan or an Executive Summary is under review, should be set and
the dates of review announced so that the public is aware of when the review is complete. The results
of public participation should be documented.
Implications of the Federal Advisory Committee Act
A major consideration for park superintendents before seeking external participation in Federal
decisionmaking is the applicability of the Federal Advisory Committee Act. While the Federal
Advisory Committee Act applies to many external contacts it does not apply to all such interactions.
The National Park Service may seek to obtain external participation in the following areas without
implicating the Federal Advisory Committee Act. 1) A meeting between an individual and the
National Park Service for the purpose of obtaining advice or recommendations. 2) Meetings with
a group of individuals (i.e., roundtables, forums, or focus groups) for the purpose of obtaining advice
of the individual and not for the purpose of utilizing the group to obtain consensus advice or
recommendations. (The same is true for any meeting with a group for the sole purpose of exchanging
facts or information.) 3) Public meetings open to all interested parties for the purpose of exchanging
views and information. For regulatory guidance on the applicability of the Federal Advisory
Committee Act consult the General Services Administration's regulations, 41 CFR 101-6.

9
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RESOURCES MANAGEMENT PLAN
TIMETABLES

This section of the Resources Management Plan Guideline is being
reengineered by the National Leadership Council and will be
transmitted for inclusion in early 1995.
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PLAN REQUIREMENTS

The resources management plan will be a typed document housed in one or more looseleaf binders
to permit easy updating. The resources management plan must include the following parts in the
prescribed formats.
I. COVER SHEET
The cover sheet bears the title of the document: Resources Management Plan: [Park Name],
Signature and date lines for the park superintendent and regional director as recommending and
approving officials appear below.
H. TABLE OF CONTENTS
The table of contents includes all headings and subheadings identifying sections and subsections of
the plan, and all project statement titles and appendices. (See the end of this section for a sample.)
in. INTRODUCTION
This portion of the resources management plan is not automated and should be written using the
word processing software normally used by the park. See the following section entitled The
Introduction to the Resources Management Plan for instructions on content.
IV. PRESENT RESOURCES STATUS
This portion of the resources management plan is not automated and should be written using the
word processing software normally used by the park. See the following section entitled Present
Resource Status for instructions on content.
V. RESOURCES MANAGEMENT PROGRAM
Overview of Current Program and Needs
This portion of the resources management plan is not automated and should be written using the
word processing software normally used by the park. See the following section entitled Overview
of Current Program and Needs for instructions on content.
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Project Status
This subsection of the resources management plan contains:
Table 1 - Personnel
Table 2 - Natural and Cultural Resources Funding
Programming Sheet 1 - Ongoing and Funded Activities
Programming Sheet 2 - Unfunded Activities
The tables and programming sheets are generated with the resources management plan software.
Consult the RMP Software Manual in Part Two of this notebook for instruction in the use of the
software.
Project Statements
The project statements are entered into the resources management plan software. The project
statements generated with the resources management plan software are then joined with the
Introduction, Present Resource Status, and Overview of Current Program and Needs sections to form
the body of the resources management plan.
VI APPENDICES
The following appendices will be maintained with the resources management plan: Cultural
Resources Documentation Checklist, park cultural resource status summary charts, Annual
Accomplishments Reports to reflect the actions completed over the recent past, list of related but
separate action plans, and a bibliography of references cited.
VII.

ADDENDA

The addenda is used at the park's discretion for related material too voluminous to include in the
resources management plan. This may include miscellaneous items that add to the value of the
document by serving as pieces of administrative history for the document. Lists of goals, issues, and
actions developed through the scoping process may be included to add to the administrative history
of the plan and provide continuity for park managers. Cited references or additional action plans
which were referenced from park project statements could also be included. The resources
management plan is meant to be a dynamic document.
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SAMPLE RESOURCES MANAGEMENT PLAN TABLE OF CONTENTS
Page Number
INTRODUCTION
Resources Management Objectives
PRESENT RESOURCE STATUS
Natural Resources Baseline Information
Natural Resources - Condition and Threats to the Resources
Cultural Resources Baseline Information
Cultural Resources
Cultural Context/Theme
RESOURCES MANAGEMENT PROGRAM
Overview of Current Program and Needs
Table l~Personnel
Table 2—Natural and Cultural Resources Funding
Programming Sheet 1—Ongoing and Funded Activities
Programming Sheet 2—Unfunded Activities
Project Statements
Project Title #1
Project Title #2
APPENDICES
Cultural Resources Documentation Checklist
Park Cultural Resource Status Summary Charts
Annual Accomplishments Reports
List of Related Action Plans
Bibliography of References Cited in Resources Management Plan
ADDENDA - OPTIONAL
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WRITING THE INTRODUCTION
TO THE RESOURCES MANAGEMENT PLAN

The Introduction to the resources management plan briefly states the purposes for which the park was
established, describes the natural and cultural resources values and special designations for which the
park is legally responsible, and summarizes the current resources related management objectives that
supplement the broader management objectives presented in the park's statement for management and
general management plan, providing more specific guidance for resources management. These
responsibilities are derived from enabling legislation, executive orders, general environmental and
preservation legislation, treaties, and other sources normally found in the statement for management
and the general management plan.
The Introduction also explains the purpose of the resources management plan, in terms specific to
the park in question and consistent with the section above, What is a Resources Management Plan.
It describes the scoping process used by the park to identify the wide range of cultural and natural
resources management issues as presented in the resources management plan. In the Introduction,
the park briefly should define the approach, participants, and results of the scoping process and
discuss how the resources management plan is used in implementing the resources management
program. This section should describe park-associated groups and the park resources they have
traditionally used.
After reading the Introduction, users should have a general sense of the variety and significance of
park resources and the groups to whom they are traditionally significant, and be prepared to
understand the following discussion of park conditions and priorities. Users should recognize that
the park's resources management strategy flows directly from mandates and is implemented through
an organized program which comprehensively addresses natural and cultural resources issues.
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THE PRESENT RESOURCE STATUS SECTION
OF THE RESOURCES MANAGEMENT PLAN

The purpose of the Present Resource Status section is to summarize comprehensive baseline
information on the park's resources and their condition. Subsections for natural and cultural
resources may be developed to facilitate presentation.
After reading the Present Resource Status section, users should be able to understand the basis for
the management actions proposed elsewhere in the resources management plan. This section also
should provide the context for assessing individual project statements.
NATURAL RESOURCES BASELINE INFORMATION
The Natural Resources Baseline Information subsection of the Present Resource Status section
describes the park's baseline information and evaluates baseline information and long-term monitoring
needs. Using the Natural Resources Inventory and Monitoring Guideline (NPS-75), the current
status of baseline information available for the park's purposes and resource values, as delineated in
the Introduction to the resources management plan, is assessed. Baseline information should be
described as either meeting, exceeding, or not meeting the minimal level of baseline information as
described in Appendix A of NPS-75. Table 1 should be completed and inserted into this subsection
to provide a quick reference of the level of the park's natural resources baseline information.
Additional categories should be added to the table to meet individual park needs. A brief narrative
description of the natural resources baseline information available for the park should accompany the
table to provide additional details as necessary. If baseline information does not meet the minimal
level, a project statement(s) to meet this need should be included in the resources management plan.
Needs for long-term monitoring should also be addressed briefly in the Natural Resources Baseline
Information subsection and in a project statement(s), either in the same project statement(s) that
addresses the park's baseline information needs or in a separate project statement(s). Information
needs that are not addressed by the Servicewide Inventory and Monitoring Program should also be
included.
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SUMMARY TABLE OF NATURAL RESOURCES BASELINE INFORMATION

SUMMARY TABLE OF NATURAL RESOURCES BASELINE INFORMATION
Meets, does not meet, or exceeds the
recommended minimal set of natural resources information
in Appendix A of NPS-75, the Natural Resources Inventory and Monitoring Guideline
INVENTORY COMPONENTS

MEETS

DOES NOT MEET

EXCEEDS

Historical Database
Species Information
Species List
Biological Surveys
(Species Field Inventories)
Species Distribution
Vegetation Maps
Cartographic Maps
Soils Map
Geology Map
Water Resources Inventory
Water Quality Data
Air Quality Stations
Air Quality Data
Precip./Meteorological Data
**New inventory components not listed in NPS-75 should be added to the table as necessary
to meet individual park needs.
For a description of the inventory components see NPS-75, Appendix A.
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NATURAL RESOURCES - CONDITION AND THREATS TO THE RESOURCES
Previous introductory sections describe the basic nature and extent of the park's natural resources.
The Natural Resources subsection focuses on the condition of the natural resources and the threats
to their preservation. In this subsection, summarize this information to generally describe the nature,
severity, and source, both internal and external, of the major threats facing the park's resources and
the status of current resources condition.
To the extent possible, use literature citations to document the threats to the resources. Speculation
is a temporary substitute for technical documentation, but may be the only source available to identify
resources threats. Critical information needs should be previously identified in the description of
baseline information and may be cited themselves in this subsection as a causal threat if information
gaps impede resources protection and preservation.
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CULTURAL RESOURCES BASELINE INFORMATION
Using the Cultural Resource Documentation Checklist, indicate the status of documentation of the
park's cultural resources.2 Documents checked as "needed" should be provided for in a project
statement. Documents contained in the Checklist under the heading Planning Documents pertain to
both natural and cultural resources, and should be evaluated on how well they address both types of
resources. Columns should be left blank if a particular document is not required by the park, with
an explanation of why these documents are not needed, if the reason for leaving the column blank
is not obvious. (A blank checklist begins on the following page).

2

The Cultural Resource Documentation Checklist is a standard computer report
generated by the Cultural Resources Management Bibliography (CRBD3). This report
can only provide information from the CRBEB, and will therefore not provide entries for
all the documentation needed for the checklist.
20

CULTURAL RESOURCE DOCUMENTATION CHECKLIST
Place an X in the appropriate column. Leave columns blank if document is not required for the park. Remember
that items in the first section, Planning Documents, may also apply to natural resources. See NPS-28, Chapter
2, for description of each inventory or study.
TITLE

CURRENT
AND
APPROVED

PLANNING DOCUMENTS
Preauthorization and Authorization
Statement of Management (SFM)
Outline of Planning Requirements (OPR)
General Management Plan (GMP)
Development Concept Plan (DCP)
Resources Management Plan (RMP)
Interpretive Prospectus (IP)
SERVICEWIDE PNVENTORIES, LISTS,
CATALOGS AND REGISTERS
Cultural Resources Management Bibliography
(CRBIB)
Cultural Sites Inventory (CSI)
List of Classified Structures (LCS)
National Catalog of Museum Objects
Cultural Landscapes Inventory (CLI)
National Register of Historic Places

21

INCOMPLETE;
NEEDS
REVISION OR
UPDATING

NEEDED

CULTURAL RESOURCE DOCUMENTATION CHECKLIST CONT.
CURRENT
AND
APPROVED

TITLE

INCOMPLETE;
NEEDS
REVISION OR
UPDATING

BASIC CULTURAL RESOURCE DOCUMENTS
Archeological Overview and Assessment
Archeological Identification Studies
Archeological Evaluation Studies
Rapid Ethnographic Assessment Procedures (REAP)
.

Cultmtl Affiliation Study
Ethnographic Landscape Study
Ethnographic Overview & Assessment
Ethnographic Oral Histories & Life Histories
Ethnographic Program
Historic Resource Study
Historical Base Map
Park Adminisrxative History
Scope of Collection Statement
SPECIAL RESOURCE STUDIES AND PLANS
Archeological & Ethno. Collections Studies
Archeological Data Recovery Studies
Collection Management Plan
Collection Storage Plan
Collection Condition Survey
Cultural Landscape Report (CLR)
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NEEDED

CULTURAL RESOURCE DOCUMENTATION CHECKLIST CONT.
CURRENT
AND
APPROVED

TITLE

SPECIAL RESOURCE STUDIES AND PLANS
CONT.
Ethnohistory
Exhibit Plan
Historic Furnishing Report
Historic Structure Report (HSR)
Inventory & Condition Assessment Program (ICAP)
Social Impact Study
Special History Study
Traditional Use Study
Other
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INCOMPLETE;
NEEDS
REVISION OR
UPDATING

NEEDED

CULTURAL RESOURCES
Using NPS-28 as a guide to basic research, planning, and stewardship needs, the Cultural Resources
subsection briefly summarizes the status of the cultural resources according to the major resources
types: archeological sites, structures, objects and archival and manuscript collections, cultural
landscapes, and ethnographic resources. Park cultural resource status summary charts must be
included in the resources management plan appendix to support the narrative. (Instructions and
examples of summary charts begin on page 27). These charts should be updated from the Cultural
Sites Inventory, List of Classified Structures, Cultural Landscape Inventory, National Register
documentation, and Annual Collections Management Report, Form 10-94.
The narrative in this subsection should indicate in summary fashion the significance of archeological
sites, structures, and cultural landscapes (as evaluated using National Register criteria), and
ethnographic resources; their condition; and levels and types of impacts. In the case of ethnographic
resources, National Register documentation alone may be inadequate since significance is determined
through research, observed use, and consultation with traditional user groups. National Register
evaluations of properties that were found ineligible should be included in this discussion. This
narrative should also indicate the percentage of the park that has been surveyed to identify resources.
It should summarize the nature and scope of previous survey efforts for each type of resource in
sufficient depth so that the park's needs for additional surveys are clear. Long-range and short-term
needs tofillgaps in basic resources inventories, lists, catalogs, and National Register documentation
should be outlined.
The narrative on ethnographic resources should discuss longstanding non-recreational use of both
natural and cultural resources, and should identify contemporary groups with traditional ties to the
park, their traditional uses of park resources, and the legislative or other formal bases of their
authorized use. "Users" is meant broadly, including groups for whom park resources are critical for
defining cultural identity. The narrative should specify which park resources traditional users
consider to be significant, and, should indicate user preferences for proper treatment of resources
when this is known. Any consultation between park managers and traditional users should be noted,
as should the fact that some or all information learned is to be held confidential.
The narrative on archeological resources should provide summary information on the types, numbers
(by type), and general condition of archeological resources known to be in the park. An estimate
should be given of the types and numbers (by type) of other archeological resources projected to be
in the park. The discussion should provide summary information about field surveys conducted to
inventory archeological resources (e.g., date survey conducted, type and level of survey employed,
percentage of lands covered, name of the principal investigator or organization that conducted the
survey, numbers and types of resources located). The status of the park's archeological overview and
assessment, base map of archeological sites, and other needed archeological studies should be
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discussed. Archeological resources listed or determined eligible for listing on the National Register
of Historic Places should be identified. The status of entering required data into the Archeological
Sites Management Information System (ASMIS) database should be described.
The narrative on objects should discuss the approximate number of objects in each of the seven
collection categories (archeology, ethnology, history, archives, biology, paleontology, geology), the
general condition of the objects in each category (as defined in the Museum Handbook, Part II, pages
3-19), summary of the status of compliance with the standards of the NPS Checklist for the
Preservation, Protection, and Documentation of Museum Property completed most recently by the
park (as required by the Departmental Manual (411 DM, Chapter 3) and Special Directive 80-1),
impacts to the objects, and the status of cataloging in each category. The narrative should also
compare the rate of acquisition over the past three years with the rate of cataloging over the same
three years, by category, to show whether there is a catalog backlog and whether it is growing.
After reading the Cultural Resources subsection, the resources management plan user should be able
to turn to the overview and understand the major issues addressed by the actions being proposed,
including the park's needs for cultural resources survey, evaluation, and documentation.
CULTURAL CONTEXTS/THEMES
A cultural context is the framework within which the significance of a resource can be evaluated as
it relates to an ethnographic, historic, or prehistoric theme, a particular geographic area, and a specific
time period (e.g. Cultural Context—fur trapping in the Mississippi Valley between 1763 and 1815;
Property Types-portage routes, a trading post, and a collection of 19th century trapping gear. (See
Standards I and II of the Secretary of the Interior's "Standards for Preservation Planning" and
National Register Bulletins 16A and 16B for a more complete discussion of cultural/historic context.)
In the Cultural Contexts/Themes subsection, the relevant cultural contexts (themes) are briefly listed.
The list includes not only those mentioned in the legislation, but also others represented by the park's
resources. A list of property types in the park associated with each cultural context should also be
prepared. (Individual resources are not listed.) Museum object collections under the appropriate
cultural contexts should be included.
All contexts must correspond to the themes and subthemes in the Revision of the National Park
Service's Thematic Framework. It will be necessary to refine these contexts into sub-categories
pertinent to individual parks, similar to those in the revised thematic framework's predecessor,
History and Prehistory in the National Park System and the National Historic Landmarks Program,
1987, which is no longer the prescribed framework. Contexts should be subdivided consistent with
current scholarship and recognize variables of race, ethnicity, class, occupation, culture, and gender,
where pertinent. Contexts should be constructed in accord with the tenets of the new framework.
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The following studies and inventories provide references to use in preparing this information. All
applicable park cultural contexts and the property types they describe should be listed in the resources
management plan.
•

Revision of the National Park Service's Thematic Framework

•

Historic resources studies

•

Archeological overviews and assessments

•

National Register documentation

•

Ethnographic overviews and assessments, Rapid Ethnographic Assessment Procedures
(REAP), traditional use, and cultural affiliation studies

•

Cultural Landscapes Inventory

•

List of Classified Structures

•

State Historic Preservation Office and local government preservation planning documents,
historic context documents, and survey project reports

•

Other special studies

If contexts have not been developed, steps should be taken to do so by preparing a project statement
calling for the appropriate study and then programming for it.
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Instructions and Definitions for Completing Archeological Sites Summary Chart
Counting Instruction for Archeological Sites Chart
Definitions for completing the condition, impacts, and documentation sections of the Summary Chart
for Archeological Sites are contained in the 1993 Revised Functional and Data Requirements for
the Archeological Sites Management Information System (ASMIS). Coordinate with the regional
archeologist on the standards to follow to collect and enter information in the summary chart.
1.

Significance
The National Register of Historic Places is the only acceptable source of information when
indicating resource significance. If the park contains archeological sites which are believed
to be significant but have not yet been formally evaluated through the National Register
process, record them in the "Not Evaluated" Significance category. Do not place them in any
of the other Significance categories until they have passed through the National Register
review process.
Record the number of known archeological sites associated with each of the four significance
levels, including archeological sites which contribute to a nationally significant district.
Include only those resources which have been physically identified through direct observation,
testing, or survey. Do not attempt to estimate the number of archeological sites that may
exist in unsurveyed areas. Do not include any resources on the chart that have been evaluated
as non-contributing.
When counting resources which contribute to a district or site, do not include structures.
They should be counted on the Structures chart. If an archeological site has contemporary
ethnographic significance, include it on both the Archeological Sites chart and the
Ethnographic Resources chart.

2.

Condition
Record the number of sites which are represented by each of the five condition categories.
Note that the chart is organized by significance level and should be read horizontally.

3.

Impacts
Record the number of sites which are represented by each of the four levels of impact
severity. Note that the chart is organized by significance level and should be read
horizontally.
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4.

Documentation
Record the number of sites which are represented by each of the three documentation levels.
Note that the chart is organized by significance level and should be read horizontally.
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SUMMARY CHART FOR ARCHEOLOGICAL SITES

Significance
Good

Fair

Poor

Destroyed

Documentation

Impacts

Condition
Unknown

Severe

Moderate

Low

Unknown

Good

Fair

Poor

National

1297

783

135

195

6

178

26

93

851

327

512

325

460

State &
Regional

4646

760

275

125

112

3374

559

482

417

3188

458

1508

2608

Local

2234

42

12

10

0

2170

12

20

32

2170

51

6

2177

Not
Evaluated

2754

695

505

185

20

1349

302

562

597

1293

421

577

1756

Totals

10931

2280

927

515

138

7071

899

1157

1897

6978

1442

2416

7073
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SUMMARY CHART FOR ARCHEOLOGICAL SITES

Significance

Condition
Good

Fair

Poor

Destroyed

Impacts
Unknown

Severe

Low

Moderate

National

State &
Regional

Local

Not
Evaluated
•

Totals
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Documentation
Unknown

Good

Fair

Poor

Definitions for Archeological Sites Chart

Archeological (expanded Cultural Sites Inventory definition)
"An archeological site or resource is the locus of any surviving physical evidence of past human
activity, including the record of the effect of the activity on the environment. Archeological resources
may represent the prehistoric or historic time periods, or both, and may be terrestrial, whether
submerged or on land, or extraterrestrial" (such as the moon landing site).
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Instructions and Definitions for Completing Structures Summary Chart
Counting Instructions for Structures Chart

1.

Significance
The National Register of Historic Places is the only acceptable source of information when
indicating resource significance. If the park contains structures which are believed to be
significant but have not yet been formally evaluated through the National Register process,
record them in the "Not Evaluated" Significance category. Do not place them in any of the
other Significance categories until they have passed through the National Register review
process.
If the park List of Classified Structures is complete, the LCS database will print out this chart.
If not, record the number of known structures associated with each of the four significance
levels. Include only those structures which have been physically identified through direct
observation, inventory, or survey. Do not attempt to estimate the number of structures that
may exist in unsurveyed areas. Do not include non-contributing structures on the chart.
If a structure has contemporary ethnographic significance, include it on both the Structures
and Ethnographic Resources charts. List known archeological features associated with a
structure on the Archeological Sites chart.

2.

Condition
Record the number of structures which are represented by each of the four condition
categories. Note that the chart is organized by significance level and should be read
horizontally.

3.

Impacts
Record the number of structures which are represented by each of the four levels of impact
severity. Note that the chart is organized by significance level and should be read
horizontally.

4.

Documentation
Record the number of structures which are represented by each of the three documentation
levels. Note that the chart is organized by significance level and should be read horizontally.
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SUMMARY CHART FOR STRUCTURES

Significance

Condition
Total

Good

Fair

Poor

Impacts
Unknown

Severe

Moderate

Documentation

Low

Unknown

Good

Fair

Poor

National

21

19

1

1

0

1

4

16

0

6

12

3

Contributing

94

63

16

15

0

15

13

66

0

17

41

36

State

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Local

71

25

29

15

2

14

18

38

1

3

32

36

9

9

0

0

0

0

0

9

0

0

8

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

195

116

46

31

2

30

35

129

1

26

93

76

Not
Significant
Not
Evaluated

Totals
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SUMMARY CHART FOR STRUCTURES

Condition

Significance
Total

Good

Fair

Poor

Documentation

Impacts
Unknown

Severe

National
Contributing
State
Local
Not
Significant
Not
Evaluated

Totals

34

Moderate

Low

Unknown

Good

Fair

Poor

Definitions for Structures Chart
Historic Structure (NPS-28)
Structure: A constructed work, usually immovable by nature or design, consciously created to serve
some human activity. Examples are buildings of various kinds, monuments, dams, roads, railroad
tracks, canals, millraces, bridges, tunnels, locomotives, nautical vessels, stockades, forts and
associated earthworks, Indian mounds, ruins, fences, and outdoor sculpture. In the National Register
program "structure" is limited to functional constructions other than buildings.
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Condition — Structures3

Good
The structure and significant features are intact, structurally sound, and performing their intended
purpose. There are no cosmetic imperfections. The structure and significant features need no repair
or rehabilitation, and only routine or preventive maintenance.
Fair
The structure is in fair condition if either of the following conditions is present:
- there are early signs of wear, failure, or deterioration, though the structure and its features are
generally structurally sound and performing their intended purpose; or,
- there is failure of a significant feature of the structure.
Poor
The structure is in poor condition if any of the following conditions is present:
-

the significant features are no longer performing their intended purpose; or,
significant features are missing; or,
deterioration or damage affects more than 25% of the structure; or,
the structure or significant features show signs of imminent failure or breakdown.

Unknown
Not enough information available to make an evaluation.

3

Ruins that have lost their integrity as structures are considered archeological resources
and should be recorded on the Archeological Sites chart.
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Level of Impact Severity — Structures

An impact is a detectable result of an agent or series of agents having a negative effect on the
significant characteristics or integrity of a resource, and for which some form of mitigation or
preventative action is possible. The assessment should include only those impacts likely to affect the
resource within the next five years.
Severe
For an impact to be considered severe, it must meet at least one of the following criteria:
- the resource(s) will be significantly damaged or irretrievably lost if action is not taken within 2
years;
- there is an immediate and severe threat to visitor or staff safety.
Moderate
For an impact to be considered moderate, it must meet at least one of the following criteria:
- the resource(s) will be significantly damaged or irretrievably lost if action is not taken within 5
years;
- the situation caused by the impact is potentially threatening to visitor or staff safety.
Low
For an impact to be considered low, it must meet at least one of the following criteria:
- the continuing effect of the impact is known, and will not result in significant damage to the
resource(s);
- the impact and its effects are not a direct threat to visitor or staff safety.
Unknown
Not enough information available to make an evaluation.
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Documentation Level — Structures

Good
For a resource to have good documentation, all three of the following conditions must be met.
Identification ~ Information is sufficient to associate the resource with a prehistoric or historic
context and to give a general description of its current condition.
Evaluation ~ Information exists which clearly documents that the resource possesses prehistoric or
historic significance in accordance with the National Register criteria for evaluation.
Treatment ~ Detailed information exists which analyzes the possible strategies for the proper
treatment of the resource, and identifies the preferred method.
Fair
Documentation on the resource must meet the above standards for Identification and Evaluation,
but documentation on Treatment may be lacking. In other words, the general significance of the
resource is known, but detailed information on its condition or information potential is lacking.
Poor
Documentation on the resource does not meet the above standards for Identification and
Evaluation. This category primarily describes those resources which are known to exist, but which
have never been properly surveyed or researched.
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Instructions and Definitions for Completing Objects Summary Chart
Counting Instructions for Objects Chart

1. Documentation
Record the number of objects in each collection represented by the five documentation categories.
The data on documentation should be obtained from the park's annual Collection Management
Report (Form 10-94).
2. Condition
Record the percentage of objects in each collection category represented by the five condition
categories.
If a museum object has contemporary ethnographic significance, include it on both the Objects and
Ethnographic charts.
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SUMMARY CHART FOR OBJECTS

DOCUMENTATION

Archeology

Ethnology

History

Archives

Biology

1288

59

2188

10

1087

0

0

4632

150122

6050

92111

41

17474

1550

2685

270033

151410

6109

94299

51

18561

1550

2685

274665

(1014443)

(613)

(208114)

(38)

(26586)

(1169)

(502)

(2405265)

(1165853)

(6722)

(302413)

(89)

(45147)

(2719)

(3187)

(2679930)

Paleontology

Geology

TOTALS

Form 10-254 Submitted to National
Catalog at Harpers Ferry

Registration Data Only
Registration & Catalog Data
Total Items Cataloged
Backlog to be Cataloged
Total Collection Summary

CONDITION

Archeology

Ethnology

History

Archives

Biology

Paleontology

Geology

The percentage of
collection in the
following
categories:

Excellent

29

0

5

0

0

0

0

Good

37

52

40

60

5

98

90

Fair

15

37

26

26

66

2

5

Poor

13

10

24

13

15

0

0

4

0

5

0

13

0

5

Unknown

SUMMARY CHART FOR OBJECTS
Note: Obtain data from annual Collection Management Report (Form 10-94)
DOCUMENTATION

Archeology

Ethnology

History

Archives

Biology

Paleontology

Geology

TOTALS

Form 10-254 Submitted to National
Catalog at Harpers Ferry

Registration Data Only
Registration & Catalog Data
Total Items Cataloged
Backlog to be Cataloged
Total Collection Summary

CONDITION
The percentage of
collection in the
following
categories:

Excellent
Good
Fair
Poor
Unknown

Archeology

Ethnology

History

Archives

Biology

Paleontology

Geology

Definition for Objects Charts

Museum Object (NPS-28, Guideline, Appendix A.)
"Material thing possessing functional, aesthetic, cultural, symbolic, and/or scientific value. An object
is usually movable by nature or design, such as a coin, a gun, a ceramic pot, a chair, a canoe, or an
automobile. Museum objects include prehistoric and historic objects, artifacts, works of art, archival
material, and natural history specimens that are part of a museum collection. Elements, fragments,
and components of structures may be designated museum objects if they are no longer part of the
original structure. Large or immovable properties, such as monumental statuary, trains, nautical
vessels, cairns, and rock paintings, are considered to be either structures or features of sites. Museum
objects in the custody of the National Park Service are usually housed in park museum collections
or in archeological and historic preservation centers. Objects owned by the Service also may be on
deposit in non-Federal repositories, e.g. museums and university collections."

Object Condition (Museum Handbook, Part II, pages 3-19)

Excellent ~ No damage or deterioration.
Good ~ Minor damage and no active deterioration.
Fair — Some damage and/or slow but active deterioration.
Poor — Significant damage and/or active deterioration.
Unknown ~ Not enough information available to make an evaluation.
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Instructions and Definitions for Completing Cultural Landscapes Summary Chart
Counting Instructions for Cultural Landscapes Chart

1. Significance
The National Register of Historic Places is the only acceptable source of information when
indicating resource significance. If the park contains cultural landscapes which are believed to be
significant but have not yet been formally evaluated through the National Register process, record
them in the "Not Evaluated" Significance category. Do not place them in any of the other
Significance categories until they have passed through the National Register review process.
Record the number of known cultural landscapes associated with each of the four significance
levels. Include only those cultural landscapes which have been physically identified through direct
observation, inventory, or survey. Do not attempt to estimate the number of cultural landscapes
that may exist in unsurveyed areas. Do not include non-contributing landscapes on the chart.
If a cultural landscape has contemporary ethnographic significance, include it on both the Cultural
Landscapes and Ethnographic Resources charts. List any significant structures associated with
the landscape on the Structures chart, and any archeological sites on the Archeological Sites chart.
2. Condition
Record the number of cultural landscapes which are represented by each of the four condition
categories. Note that the chart is organized by significance level and should be read horizontally.
3 Impacts
Record the number of cultural landscapes which are represented by each of the four levels of
impact severity. Note that the chart is organized by significance level and should be read
horizontally.
4. Documentation
Record the number of cultural landscapes which are represented by each of the three
documentation levels. Note that the chart is organized by significance level and should be read
horizontally.
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SUMMARY CHART FOR CULTURAL LANDSCAPES

Significance

Condition
Good

National

2

1

Fair

Poor

Impacts
Unknown

Severe

1

Moderate

Low

2

Documentation
Unknown

Good

1

Fair

Poor

1

State &
Regional

Local

Not
Evaluated

3

Totals

5

1

2

1

1

2

3

1

1

4

3

•

1

1

3

SUMMARY CHART FOR CULTURAL LANDSCAPES

Significance

Condition
Good

National

State &
Regional

Local

Not
Evaluated

Totals

Fair

Poor

Documentation

Impacts
Unknown

Severe

Moderate

Low

Unknown

Good

Fair

Poor

Definitions for Cultural Landscapes Chart

Cultural Landscape (NPS-28)
A cultural landscape is a geographic area, including both natural and cultural resources, associated
with a historic event, activity, or person, or exhibiting other cultural or aesthetic values. The National
Park Service recognizes four cultural landscape categories: historic designed landscapes, historic
vernacular landscapes, historic sites, and ethnographic landscapes. These categories are helpful in
distinguishing the values that make landscapes cultural resources and in determining how they should
be treated, managed, and interpreted.
Historic site: a landscape significant for its association with a historic event, activity, or person.
Historic designed landscape: a landscape significant as a design or work of art; was consciously
designed and laid out either by a master gardener, landscape architect, architect, or horticulturist to
a design principle, or by an owner or other amateur according to a recognized style or tradition; has
a historical association with a significant person, trend, or movement in landscape gardening or
architecture, or a significant relationship to the theory or practice of landscape architecture.
Historic vernacular landscape: a landscape whose use, construction, or physical layout reflects
endemic traditions, customs, beliefs, or values; in which the expression of cultural values, social
behavior, and individual actions over time is manifested in physical features and materials and their
inter-relationships, including patterns of spatial organization, land use, circulation, vegetation,
structures, and objects; in which the physical, biological, and cultural features reflect the customs and
everyday lives of people.
Ethnographic landscape: areas containing a variety of natural and cultural resources that associated
people define as heritage resources. Contemporary settlements are included as well as culturally
important, massive geological structures, and ceremonial grounds.
The four cultural landscape categories are not mutually exclusive. A landscape may be associated with
a significant event, include designed or vernacular characteristics, and be significant to a specific
cultural group. For example, Gettysburg National Military Park is a historic site primarily significant
as the scene of the 1863 Civil War battle. The park also includes historic vernacular farm complexes
that existed at the time of the battle and a number of designed components added later to
commemorate the event, including a national cemetery, roads, and numerous monuments.
The cultural landscape program focuses on landscapes listed in or eligible for the National Register
of Historic Places. Landscapes primarily significant for their ethnographic value are under the
purview of the ethnography program; however, professionals from both programs may be involved
in their documentation and treatment.
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Condition — Cultural Landscapes
Condition of the Landscape - An indication of the current condition of the landscape.
Good - indicates the cultural landscape shows no clear evidence of major negative disturbance and
deterioration by natural and/or human forces. The cultural landscape's historical and natural
values are as well preserved as can be expected under the given environmental conditions.
No immediate corrective action is required to maintain its current condition.
Fair - indicates the cultural landscape shows clear evidence of minor disturbances and
deterioration by natural and/or human forces, and some degree of corrective action is
needed within 3-5 years to prevent further harm to its historical and/or natural values. The
cumulative effect of the deterioration of many of the character-defining features of the
cultural landscape, if left to continue without the appropriate corrective action, will cause
the landscape to degrade to a poor condition.
Poor - indicates the cultural landscape shows clear evidence of major disturbance and rapid
deterioration by natural and/or human forces. Immediate corrective action is required to
protect and preserve the remaining historical and natural areas.
Unknown - indicates that not enough information is available to make an evaluation.
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Level of Impact Severity — Cultural Landscapes

An impact is a detectable result of an agent or series of agents having a negative effect on the
significant characteristics or integrity of a resource, and for which some form of mitigation or
preventative action is ppssible. The assessment should include only those impacts likely to affect the
resource within the next five years.
Severe
For an impact to be considered severe, it must meet at least one of the following criteria:
- the resource(s) will be significantly damaged or irretrievably lost if action is not taken within 2
years;
- there is an immediate and severe threat to visitor or staff safety.
Moderate
For an impact to be considered moderate, it must met at least one of the following criteria:
- the resource(s) will be significantly damaged or irretrievably lost if action is not taken within 5
years;
- the situation caused by the impact is potentially threatening to visitor or staff safety.
Low
For an impact to be considered low, it must meet at least one of the following criteria:
- the continuing effect of the impact is known, and will not result in significant damage to the
resource(s);
- the impact and its effects are not a direct threat to visitor or staff safety.
Unknown
Not enough information available to make an evaluation.
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Documentation Level — Cultural Landscapes

Good
For a resource to have good documentation, all three of the following conditions must be met:
Identification — Information is sufficient to associate the resource with a prehistoric or historic
context and to give a general description of its current condition.
Evaluation ~ Information exists which clearly documents that the resource possesses prehistoric
or historic significance in accordance with the National Register criteria for evaluation.
Treatment ~ Detailed information exists which analyzes the possible strategies for the proper
treatment of the resource, and identifies the preferred method.
Fair
Documentation on the resource must meet the above standards for Identification and Evaluation,
but documentation on Treatment may be lacking. In other words, the general significance of the
resource is known, but detailed information on its condition or information potential is lacking.
Poor
Documentation on the resource does not meet the above standards for Identification and
Evaluation. This category primarily describes those resources which are known to exist, but which
have never been properly surveyed or researched.
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Instructions and Definitions for Completing Ethnographic Resources Summary Chart

At present there is no special software available for an Ethnographic Resources Summary Chart (see
sample). Preparers of resources management plans can use WordPerfect tables to generate their own
forms for the chart; using WordPerfect permits use of asterisks to refer to explanations of special
cases below the chart and permits space to specify traditional user groups under each resource type.
Counting Instructions for Ethnographic Resources Chart
The summary chart for Ethnographic Resources should include both natural and cultural resources.
It should include all those sites, objects, structures, flora and fauna, and landscapes (whether or not
already classified as historic, natural, or archeological) which may be considered "ethnographic
resources," because one or more contemporary groups identify the resource as traditionally associated
with its lifeways and used for traditional religious, subsistence, medical, or other non-recreational
purposes.
The chart should indicate the number, documentation level (poor, fair, good), authority for use
(treaty, cooperative agreement, park enabling legislation), and type of traditional use (subsistence,
commercial, medical, ceremonial, residential, spiritual) of identified ethnographic resources, and
should indicate whether or not resources are eligible for the National Register or listed in the National
Register.
Counting will be done as follows (adhering to procedures outlined in other summary charts).
Archeological Sites

by number of prehistoric and historic archeological sites fitting definition of
ethnographic resource (see pages 27 - 30);

Structures

-

by number of known structuresfittingdefinition of ethnographic resource; note
that ethnographic structures are not restricted to National Register eligible
structures;

Objects

-

by number of objects in each collection fitting category for ethnographic
resources (see pages 38-41);

Ethnographic Landscapes

by number of formally evaluated landscapes fitting definition of ethnographic
resource (see pages 42 - 48) and by number of settlements of traditionally
associated peoples;

Natural
Resources

-

by number of species, mineral types, or bodies of water which have been
identified as significant to a traditionally associated group; in the case of
subsistence grounds, by number of acres;

Other

-

count items in the "other" category only where quantifiable.
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SUMMARY CHART FOR ETHNOGRAPHIC RESOURCES

Resource Types

National
Register

Authority

Non-recreational
Use

Documentation
Level

Sites
Hopi
Apache

4E
1L

TU

RC
H

G
G

Structures
Navajo
Mormon

2E
1L

RC
0

G
G

0 25***
RC
RC1

F
G
F

MR
C
C

F
F
P

RS
RS
RS

F
F
F

Objects
Mormon
Hopi
Isleta
Natural Resources
Navajo
Hopi
Miners

EL

5TU

l*,l@

Ethnographic Landscapes
Navajo
Hopi
Mormon

CA
2 acres# TU

Other

* Refers to hot spring.
@ Refers to viewshed including sacred mountain.
# Refers to plant communities used for baskets.

** Refers to turquoise mine.
*** Refers to tools used in traditional orchards.

SUMMARY CHART FOR ETHNOGRAPHIC RESOURCES

Resource Types

Sites
Structures
Objects
Natural Resources
Ethnographic
Landscapes
Other

National
Register

Authority

Non-Recreational Use

Documentation
Level

Definitions for Ethnographic Resources Chart

Ethnographic Resources
Ethnographic resources are those flora, fauna, minerals, natural features, and habitats, and cultural
objects, sites, structures, places, and landscapes identified through interviews or observed use and
research as being of traditional significance to contemporary peoples with longstanding ties to park
resources.
These resources may be cross-listed in other NPS inventories. These resources include (but are not
limited to): natural environmental features such as Native American hunting, trapping, and fishing
grounds in Alaskan units; features of sacred geography such as Devils Tower or catlinite quarries at
Pipestone NM; buildings such as the churches with ongoing parish use at San Antonio Missions;
cultural landscapes such as the Timbisha Shoshone settlement at Death Valley; archeological sites in
southwestern units that contemporary American Indians regard as sacred; and museum items such
as pottery, weavings, and carvings that are assigned religious or legendary meaning by culturally
affiliated peoples.
Traditionally Associated Group
A traditionally associated group is any ethnic group, family, or community with two or more
generations of association with park resources. In the case of American Indians, Federal recognition
is irrelevant to meeting the criteria for traditionally associated group.
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Traditionally Associated Groups

In the category "Resource Types", under the specific type of resource (site, structure, object), write
in the name of the traditionally associated group or groups. Examples of traditionally associated
groups could include Jicarilla Apache, Mormons, descendants of Frederick Douglass, ranchers,
members of the Stehekin, Washington, community, and commercial fishermen.
Resource Types
Sites:

Archeological or historical places assigned significance by traditionally
associated peoples as locales, for example, of their physical, cultural, or
spiritual origins.

Structures:

Built features to which traditionally associated peoples accord importance.

Objects:

Portable materials in park collections, assigned traditional significance by
park-associated peoples, including archives and photographic collections.
Curators classify these materials and include them in counts for "historic,"
"archeologic," "natural," or "ethnologic" collections, but traditionally
associated people classify them as ceremonial materials, adornment, spiritual
entities, or other categories of ethnic heritage. Some collection materials
classified as "ethnologic" may not be "ethnographic resources," because they
do not continue to have traditional meaning assigned by park-associated
peoples. Although other collection materials are not classed as "ethnologic,"
they may be considered "ethnographic resources," because these materials are
significant to traditionally associated groups who are not Native American.

For example, the following objects are "ethnographic resources" because they are assigned traditional
significance by associated groups: houseposts lent by the Tlingit people to Sitka NFfP, Ellis Island
material lent to the L. and A. Small Museum, Washington, DC.
Natural
Resources

Ethnographic
Landscapes

Other

This category includes flora and fauna, minerals, bodies of water, etc. Note
whether Terrestrial (T) or Aquatic (A) or both (TA).

Areas containing a variety of natural and cultural resources that associated
people define as heritage resources. Examples include contemporary
settlements such as that at Martin Luther King, Jr. NHS, New Orleans
neighborhoods, and massive geological structures such as Devils Tower.
Any resource identified through consultation with a traditionally associated
group which does not fit into one of the above categories.
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National Register
Note whether the resource is:
E
L
X

- eligible for listing on the National Register on the basis of ethnographic value;
- listed;
- has been considered for nomination by a traditionally associated group which has decided it
does not support nomination;
ID - documentation is inadequate to determine National Register status.
Authority
If the resource is currently actively used, note whether use is based on:
EL
T
CA
O
TU

-

park enabling legislation;
treaty;
cooperative agreement;
other authority;
documented past traditional use.

Quarrying at Pipestone NM, for example, would be EL/TU.
Non-Recreational Use
Specify the type of non-recreational use. Note whether:
S - use is consumptive and for subsistence;
C - use is consumptive and for occasional commercial exchange;
M/MR - use is consumptive and medical or medico-religious;
RC - use is for religious ceremonial purposes;
Note if use is:
R
RS
O
U

-

for non-consumptive religious purposes such as spiritual training;
residential community;
other cultural uses;
casual observation suggests there are additional non-recreational uses aside from those noted
by use of above abbreviations, but these uses cannot be determined without ethnographic
research.

Ethnographic landscapes such as Martin Luther King, Jr. NHS or the Timbisha Shoshone community
at Death Valley should be entered as RS, which implies multiple uses.
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Documentation Level — Ethnographic Resources

Good
For a resource to have good documentation, all three of the following conditions must be met:
Identification ~ one or more contemporary groups identify or identified a park resource as being
traditionally associated with their lifeways over two or more generations; such identification is
determined through consultation with the concerned group, ethnographic interviews, systematic
observation, and analysis of documents.
Evaluation — Information clearly documents the continuing significance attributed to a park
resource by a contemporary group with traditional ties to park resources. The traditionally associated
group uses or would like to use the resource under discussion for traditional religious, subsistence,
or other cultural purposes; "use" includes a critical role in the definition of a group's cultural identity,
such as Ellis Island for some U.S. immigrants or such as a place associated with an origins narrative
for some Native Americans. The form and frequency of use have been established with a high degree
of certainty.
Treatment ~ Detailed information exists on a traditionally associated group's ranked preferences for
proper treatment of ethnographic resources. For example, a Pueblo group may prefer that a certain
kiva be filled in so that there is no risk of desecration by non-initiates.
Fair
Documentation on the resource must meet the above standards for Identification and Evaluation,
but documentation for Treatment is lacking. The general ethnographic significance of the resource
is known, but consultation is required to determine the treatment strategies preferred by the
traditionally associated group.
Poor
Documentation on the significant park resource and on ties between it and the traditionally associated
group does not meet above standards for Identification, Evaluation, and Treatment. Casual
observation suggests that members of contemporary park-associated groups might ascribe cultural
meaning to certain resources, but consultation and ethnographic research (interviews, observation,
literature review) have not been conducted to confirm either ongoing significance or form and
frequency of uses.
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THE RESOURCES MANAGEMENT PROGRAM
SECTION OF THE RESOURCES MANAGEMENT PLAN

THE OVERVIEW OF CURRENT PROGRAM AND NEEDS
The Overview of Current Program and Needs subsection of the Resources Management Program
section contains the current and proposed resources management program for the park. The
overview should logically build on the resource descriptions, conditions, and threats identified in the
Introduction and Present Resource Status sections of the plan. It should also clarify the overall
strategy behind the project statements that follow. This section describes the park's day-to-day
resources management program, including interdivisional responsibilities in resources management,
protection (e.g., enforcement, maintenance, and interpretive activities), and compliance processes.
The scope of the park's current resources management capabilities should be discussed with reference
to personnel and funding for the current fiscal year. The park's present organizational structure
should be included, preferably displayed as an organizational chart. A concise statement of the
responsibilities of each of the various park divisions with respect to managing the resources of the
park should be included.
This subsection should also prescribe long-term strategies to address the park's most important
resources problems. They may employ monitoring, survey and evaluation, research, mitigation,
protection, and interpretation activities. These strategies should reflect the legislative mandates,
relevant general management plan strategies, management objectives, and resource significance
identified in the Introduction. Short-term actions being implemented and/or proposed should be
logically ordered so they provide building blocks to achieve long-term goals.
Unfunded operational needs for ongoing program activities also should be presented. Staffing and
skills needed to implement the resources management program contained in the resources
management plan should be logically prioritized for future operational funding submissions. The
Resources Management Assessment Program (R-MAP) provides an objective assessment of the base
staffing and funding needed to implement a thorough natural resources management and research
program in a park, and should be used as the basis for staffing needs, although other goals for FTEs
may be included. The park's target natural resources organization should be described and an
organizational chart included. Parks should include requests for increases to base funding, including
funds to support follow-up activities resulting from project completion and ongoing management
actions (e.g., monitoring).
Unmet needs will be reflected in the unfunded project statements. Priorities should be carefully
assigned to these project statements to assure that high priority proposals reflect a commitment to
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long-range goals for research, resources management, and resources preservation. The primary
consideration in setting resources management plan priorities is the importance and urgency in
protecting and maintaining natural systems, restoring natural conditions, and protecting and
maintaining cultural resources. However, some extra consideration should be given to opportunities
for cost sharing, cooperative projects, meeting health and safety objectives, and/or circumstances
where a delay will result in significantly higher costs.
PROJECT STATEMENTS
This subsection defines current and proposed actions through project statements. Project statements
should describe all current and anticipated resources management undertakings, including ongoing,
day-to-day, base-funded operations as well as proposed projects. Include not only those issues or
problems that may require development of separate action plans, but also the resources management
tasks that occur on a regular or cyclic basis. For cultural resources research, project titles should
correspond to NPS-28.
The various divisions' responsibilities should be identified in both the problem statement and the
description of recommended activity. Other divisions (maintenance, interpretation, protection) should
participate in completing project statements, describing the funded and unfunded resources
management component of their division. Project statements should also integrate the management
of natural and cultural resources. For example, cultural landscape reports and vegetation
management plans should be coordinated whenever there are benefits to be gained by doing so.
Cross-referencing related natural and cultural project statements is further recommended to maximize
the integration of cultural and natural resources management.
Problem Statement: State the issue, problem, or need that will be addressed and discuss it at a level
of detail commensurate with the nature of the problem and urgency. High priority projects that have
numerous impacts or ramifications will be detailed and lengthy. Lower priority projects that are
recently identified may have less detail initially but should receive more attention as staff time is
addressed to researching or documenting the problem. It is a useful practice to state the crux of the
problem and the needed action clearly in the first couple of sentences. That gives the rest of the
narrative some context, and the real problem does not get lost.
The problem statement must clearly identify and describe the affected cultural and natural resources
and the significance of the affected resources as they relate to the park's enabling legislation and
relevant Federal preservation, Native American-related, and environmental laws, and must describe
the relationship of the project to park management objectives. The project statement should include
a description of the impact or threat to park resources, clearly describing the nature and extent of
threats relating to the project, and identifying the source(s) of the threat, indicating whether the
source(s) is internal, external, or a combination of both. The problem statement must describe the
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relationship of the project to park ecosystem management and cultural resources management, and
the relationship of the problem to park mandates and objectives. It should also consider potential
effects on all National Register-listed or Register-eligible properties whether such properties relate
to park interpretive needs or not, and also consider potential effects on traditional user groups and
ethnographic resources.
The problem statement narrative must discuss the condition of the affected resources, the extent of
known impacts whether from within the park or outside it (including impacts on the health and safety
of employees and visitors), related park activities that are affecting the resources, and ongoing
activities to monitor the situation.
The narrative should also include the relationship between the resources and park-associated groups,
local communities and other interested user groups, as well as the broad area of environmental and
cultural resource concerns beyond the park's boundaries.
Description of the Recommended Project or Activity: List and describe each component to be
completed by respective divisions in recommended order of accomplishment; explain how the actions
will be incorporated or what feedback mechanism will be employed to ensure the results are to be put
to use via management action to correct the problem and how their effectiveness will be monitored.
Clearly describe the mitigative actions to address internal and external threats identified in the
Problem Statement. The cost of administration of the project, related interpretive, protection,
maintenance, monitoring, or research components should be explained.
The detail within the description of action narrative will be commensurate with the urgency and
complexity of the issue. Lower priority projects will have less detail. The narrative should describe
the resolution of the resource issue, relationship to effective management actions, (visitor use, access
to sacred areas, protection, mitigation, etc.); and any benefits the project will have for programs of
other parks. The project detail should include the relationship or timing with other projects, the cost
effectiveness of the approach being proposed; estimated duration of work, methodology,
responsibility, probable funding sources, adequacy of staff, necessary FTEs, grade levels, technical
skills above that possessed by the staff, etc. If the park staff does not have the information or
expertise to fully develop the proposed action, describe that uncertainty, where the park will go to
resolve it, and present the objectives of the proposed action.
An initial investment in detailed project statements will enhance the quality of the plan for both park
management and outside readers as well as the chances of the project competing for funding. Minor
revisions, performed during annual reviews, will be simplified by updating existing narratives or
adding detail to project statements that are lower in priority.
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[Optional Section] Alternative Actions/Solutions and Impacts: Although optional, parks may
wish to discuss alternatives to present the analysis process by which the recommended action was
chosen, record options that could be carried out if full funding is not received, and preserve
information that may be needed for an environmental assessment or environmental impact statement.
Parks may also use this section to document the expected results of taking no action.
Compliance: The need for and status of compliance with cultural resources and environmental
protection regulatory requirements should be shown here. If regulatory requirements have been
completed, reference the relevant compliance document and its date (EA/FONSI, EIS/ROD, Letter
of Concurrence, Memorandum of Agreement or Programmatic Agreement, etc.); if regulatory
requirements have not been met, indicate the compliance necessary.
Generally, the RMP is not the document through which compliance is accomplished. However, if
sufficient information is available about cultural resources and potential effects on them it may be
possible to conduct 106 consultation based on appropriate documentation. Even when the
consultation process cannot be completed for individual projects at the time of resources management
plan development, state historic preservation officers should have opportunities to advise on general
directions and priorities in the resources management plan. Compliance (for both cultural and natural
resource-related projects) will be accomplished on a case-by-case basis, as funding becomes likely.
Specific compliance requirements beyond those of the National Environmental Policy Act and
National Historic Preservation Act should be identified, such as the following: Endangered Species
Act, wetlands, floodplains, water quality, water rights, Section 404, Coastal Zone Management, state
requirements such as air quality that are binding on the National Park Service, Native American
Graves Protection and Repatriation Act (NAGPRA), American Indian Religious Freedom Act
(AIREA), Archeological Resources Protection Act (ARPA), etc.
For more information on compliance, see NPS-28, the Cultural Resources Management Guideline
and NPS-12, the, National Environmental Policy Act Guideline, and the Section 106 regulations (36
CFR Part 800) and publications of the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation. Regional cultural
resources specialists can answer questions about 106 processes.
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Resource Management Plan (RMP) Software Manual
Special Amendment
(December, 1995)
Please insert this page just after the Table Contents (prior to P. 1) in the front of the
RMP Software Manual
The term "Region" is used periodically throughout this manual and should be considered
as a reference to the NPS cluster offices established in 1995. Various print reports
provided within the RMP software have been modified to reflect this change in headings
and sort options. The system automatically assigns cluster office codes based upon the
four-character park acronym within each project number.
Park Cluster Office Codes
(December, 1995)
Alaska
Colorado Plateau
Rocky Mountain
Southwest
Great Lakes
Great Plains
National Capital
Allegheny
Chesapeake
New England
Pacific/Great Basin
Pacific Island
Columbia/Cascades
Appalachian
Atlantic Coast
Gulf Coast

AKSO
CPSO
RMSO
SWSO
GLSO
GPSO
NCSO
ALSO
CHSO
NESO
PGSO
PISO
CCSO
APSO
ATSO
GCSO
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1. Overview and Installation

These directions have been written for the Resource Management Plan
(RMP) software. The intent is to make them as simple as possible so that
someone new to computers can enter data as easily as someone with experience.

The RMP software enables you to enter your Resource Management Plan project
statements in a consistent, easy to edit format. With this program, you can also
generate programming sheets, tables, and reports required by the plan. These
reports may be copied to a file (via the software print options), which may then be
accessed through Word Perfect and manipulated as needed (for example they may
be merged with other portions of the RMP which are created entirely for word
processing applications.)
In this manual, a word typed in brackets [ ] signifies a single button to press. For
example, [Enter] means to press the button marked "Enter", [Y] means to press
the letter "Y", and [PageDown] means to press the page down button.
The [Ctrl] and [Alt] keys are pressed in conjunction with other keys to perform a
function. When pressed alone, they do not perform any action. The [Esc]
(abbreviation for Escape) key is used to "back out" or "escape" from a menu,
command, or data entry screen.
A frequent mistake for some users is to hold a key down for too long. Therefore,
the word "press" indicates a quick short keystroke and "press and hold" will be
used to indicate just what it says.
As new features are added and old problems are corrected, the RMP software is
upgraded. If the changes are few, this manual might not be reprinted; a file called
README may be sent with the upgrade which contains new information. When
the changes are large, a new manual will be sent with the program upgrade.
Technical Support
If you have any questions, comments, or suggestions, send them to the author via:
Walter Sydoriak, Computer Specialist
(505) 662-6804
4269 Ridgeway Dr.
Los Alamos, NM 87544
Or contact Tim Goddard (WASO Wildlife & Veg.) at (303) 225-3543
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Using files and directories (paths)
\arious software operations require the understanding and use of DOS filenames,
subdirectories, directories, and drives (collectively called "paths" to files).
Filenames. A file is the primary storage unit on your computer. Every file has a
name. Filenames can be one to eight characters long, and can have up to three
additional letters following a period (called the extension). For example, a
filename containing a printout of table 1 from the RMP software might be called
TABLE. 1. Table two might be printed to a file you call TABLE.2.
Directories and subdirectories. To help you keep track of your files, you can
group them into directories, much like you would organize documents in file
folders and then storing them into the drawers of a file cabinet. These directories
can be further divided into more subdirectories (a directory within a directory).
Directory names are separated by a backslash t\l. For example, if you had a
directory called RMP, you could create subdirectories reports and backups. The
subdirectory RMP\REPORTS could hold reports you printed from the RMP
software. The subdirectory RMP\BACKUPS could hold backups you make daily,
and so on.
Root directory. DOS creates one directory called the root directory, which is
the starting point from which all other directories branch out. It has no name, but
is instead represented by a backslash t\l.
Drives. The drive is the physical hardware device where your file exists, such as
a hard disk or floppy drive. The drive is referred to as a letter followed by a
colon.
Therefore, the entire path to the file would be as follows:
C:\RMP\REPORTS\TABLE. 1 where C: is the drive, \ is the root directory,
RMP\ is the directory, REPORTS\ is the subdirectory, and TABLE.1 is the
filename.
Help Tip:
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The software will prompt you to automatically create DOS directory
or subdirectory names if they do not already exist. When creating a
directory or file name, you may use any eight character name and
three character extension using uppercase and lowercase letters [A] to
[Z], the number [0] through [9], and the following special characters:
underscore [ J , caret [*], dollar sign [$], tilde [~], exclamation point
[!], number sign Iff], percent sign [%], ampersand [&], hyphen [-],
braces [{}], at sign [@], single quotation mark ['], apostrophe ['1,
and parentheses 101. No other characters can be used. Remember to
use a single backslash [\] between the drive, directory, subdirectory,
and filename.
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Installing the RMP Software
The following instructions take you step-by-step through installing the RMP
program on your computer. Before proceeding, make sure you know the location
of the A, B, and C drives on your computer, and that you have a floppy disk with
the RMP program on it. This new version will convert older versions of the RMP
program automatically when it is installed into the directory which contains the
older version.
1. Insert the disk labeled RMP SOFTWARE into the computer diskette drive.
2. Type a:install [Enter] or b:install [Enter] (depending on the drive you are
using) to install the software. The software will ask you to enter the directory
path to store the system in on your computer. Normally this directory path is
C:\RMP
3. The installation procedure will extract the new RMP software from the
distribution disk and install it into the directory that you declared in step 2.
The installation does noj overwrite any existing data files (the project
statements you may have entered on a previous version of RMP). Old data is
automatically converted to meet new structure requirements. To be on the
safe side, the RMP program will ask you if you want to make a backup copy
of your old data before it attempts the conversion. You can save this data in a
drive and/or directory of your choice. Please select the backup option to
safeguard your dotal
During program initialization, the program checks to see if your
CONFIG. SYS file is set properly. If not, a message will be displayed stating
that there are not enough file handles to continue with the program and
offering to automatically solve the problem. You should answer yes. A
backup of the CONFIG.SYS file, named CONFIG.RMP, will automatically
be created in the C:\ directory should there ever be a need for a technical
support person to reset your system configuration file to the way it was just
before the RMP software was installed. In most cases this will not be a
problem, but on rare occasions other programs may not run correctly due to
lack of memory after the CONFIG.SYS file has been modified by the RMP
software. You must reboot your machine before the changes will become
effective.
Help Tip:

DOS versions prior to version 3.3 will not work properly with
the RMP software. These DOS versions contain known bugs,
and are limited in several important ways. It is recommended
that the DOS version on your computer should be at least 4.01 to
run the RMP software successfully.
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Unknown data codes, duplicate project numbers, or the improper use of subprojects may cause numerous errors to be encountered during installation.
After the database is converted or appended, potential data errors will be
documented and stored in a special file which the software will allow you to
view or print at any time. You should examine your data very carefully after
new software installations.
4. After installing the RMP, refer to page 40 to review "The Setup Menu". It is
important to select the appropriate printer that you will be using so that the
various programming sheets and project statements are correctly arranged on
the output.
Help Tip:

You should review the "Setup Menu" after installing RMP
software or changing the printer that you are using.

5. Enter the command RMP to run the program.

How to get around in the Program
After you start the program by typing "RMP", The "Resource Management
Shell" will be displayed (see Figure 1).

Figure 1. Opening Shell.
The RMP Software is comprised of the following ten major screen displays:
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1. Opening shell
Displayed immediately after starting the software and returned to after exiting
from one of the shell sections.
2. List of projects
Accessed after selecting "Project/funding" from the opening shell. Contains
all active or proposed project statements.
* Exit by pressing the [EscJ key once.
3. Modify project descriptive information
Displayed after highlighting one of the projects listed in screen 2 and pressing
the [Enter] key once.
* Exit by pressing the [Esc] key once.
4. Modify project budget information
Displayed by pressing the [PageDown] key once while viewing the "Modify
project descriptive information" screen.
* Exit by pressing the [Esc] key once.
5. List of personnel tables
Accessed by pressing the [Art T] key while viewing the "List of projects"
screen. Also accessed by pressing the [Alt F] key while viewing the "List of
projects" screen, and then selecting "Personnel Tables" from the menu that
appears in the upper right corner of the screen.
* Exit by pressing the [Esc] key once.
6. Modify personnel table information
Displayed after highlighting one of the tables listed in screen 5 and pressing
the [Enter] key once.
* Exit by pressing the [Esc] key once.
7. List of annual accomplishments
Accessed after selecting "Annual Accomplishments" from the opening shell.
Generates records of projects that have received funding in the current year.
* Exit by pressing the [Esc] key once.
8. Modify annual accomplishment information
Displayed after highlighting one of the projects listed in screen 7 and pressing
the [Enter] key once.
* Exit by pressing the [Esc] key once.
9. List of archived (completed) projects
Accessed after selecting "Archive/Retrieval" from the opening shell. Contains
completed projects.
* Exit by pressing the [Esc] key once.
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10. Display archived project information
Displayed after highlighting one of the projects listed in screen 9 and pressing
the [Enter] key once.
* Exit by pressing the [Esc] key once.
The commands and functions available under each of the major screens are very
similar in appearance and application. The RMP software menu system is based
on a standard method currently used in most major software programs. The list of
menu commands displayed at the top of a screen is called the menu bar. To
access these menu commands, press [Alt] and the first letter of each word. For
example, while viewing the "List of Projects" screen, press [Alt P] for the Print
menu. A submenu drops down below the top line with other menu commands.
Select a command by pressing the highlighted letter, or by using the arrows to
highlight the command and pressing [Enter]. Any menu can be aborted by
pressing [Esc], which will close cascading menus one at a time until all menus are
cleared from the screen.
Help tip:

Note that a brief description of each menu item that you select with
the highlight bar will appear on the bottom line of your screen.

Some frequently used menu commands can be selected immediately without going
through the menu system. These are called "shortcut keys". They can be found
listed after some menu commands. For example, under the "Edit" menu selection,
there are several shortcut keys~[Ah M] for Modify, [Ah D] for Delete, [Ah A]
for Add—which can be pressed at any time. If you were viewing a project list
screen, you could press [Ah A] to Add a new project statement rather than first
pressing [Ah E] for the Edit menu and then [A] to Add.

Dialog boxes
Many processes require you to supply additional information to complete a task,
such as selecting output options or backing up files to a specific drive and
directory. Most dialog boxes contain options you can select. After you specify
options, you can choose a command button to carry out the command, or another
to cancel the operation entirely. You can always press [Esc] to cancel a dialog box
immediately. Unavailable options and buttons appear dimmed. Your options are
saved, so that the next time you view the same dialog box, the previous options
will be automatically selected.
Often you need to move within a dialog box to select one or more options. The
currently selected option is marked by the cursor. To move within the dialog box,
use the arrow keys, or press [Tab] and [Shift Tab] to move to different subboxes.
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Help tip:

If the option or button has a highlighted letter in its name, you can
choose that item by pressing and holding the [Alt] key while typing
the highlighted letter.

Command Buttons. Used to initiate an action, such as doing or canceling a
command. Most dialog boxes contain an OK button and a Cancel button.
Unavailable buttons appear dimmed. The currently selected button has bright
diamonds around the text, and is a brighter color than the unselected buttons. You
can choose the selected button at any time by pressing [Enter].
Text Boxes. Used to type information into, such as path names, file names, or
any other text item.
List Boxes. Displays a list of choices. If there are more choices than can fit in
the box, a scroll bar is used to show you the relative position of the highlighted
selection in the entire list. Some lists are used to select only one item, but others
may allow you to mark many items with a check mark, using the [Space] bar.
Radio Buttons. These are mutually exclusive options. You can select only one
option at a time. The selected option contains a black dot or diamond. To select a
radio button, move the cursor to the item and press [Space] or press and hold
[Art] and the press the highlighted letter of the option you want to select.
Check Boxes. These are nonexclusive options; you can select as many as needed.
When a check box is selected, a check mark appears in it. Select a check box
exactly as you would radio buttons.

RMP Software Manual
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Figure 2. List of project statements. Use arrow keys or page-down/page-up to
move the highlight bar. Follow help instructions at the bottom of the screen.
statement (or just the shortcut [Alt A] for Add). A dialog box will appear asking
you to enter the Initial Proposal Year for the project. This date should not be
changed once it has been entered into the system. Any funding amounts prior to
the Initial Proposal Year entered into the project statement will automatically be
deleted. After the Initial Proposal Year is entered, a blank project statement data
entry screen will appear (see Figure 3). Enter a project number first. Then enter
other fields as needed, moving from field to field with the up and down arrow
keys. Press [Ah X] to save and exit or [Esc] to abort and exit without saving.
Please refer to the section on "How to enter data into a project statement" on page
12 for further information on project data entry.
Help tip:

If you would like to add a new project that will be very similar
to another project already entered into the database, press [Ah E]
for the Edit menu and [C] to Copy the project information for a
project statement currently being edited or currently highlighted
in the project list screen to a new project number. Don't forget
to edit the new project information (as needed) when the copy is
completed.

How to Append Existing Projects from a Separate Database
You may have some project statements stored in another directory or on a diskette
that you would like appended to your current RMP database. The append function
will automatically avoid adding duplicate project numbers and also checks for
10
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Figure 3. Project statement data entry screen,
invalid data codes.
Help tip:

The append process will automatically extract and merge project
statement and personnel table records into the current files. Always
review your data files after appending.

To begin the append press [Art F] for the file menu and [P] for Append (or use
the down-arrow key to highlight Append.) A dialog box will appear explaining
the append process. You can select "Next page" for more information. You should
select the "Backup..." button to create a snapshot of your existing data.
After backing up, the append dialog box will appear again. Select "Append". A
dialog box will open into which you type the full DOS path (see page 2) of the
desired "source" drive and/or directory (the directory that you wish the RMP
software to search for data to append into your current RMP file). For example,
if the data you wish to append is in a file called rmpEVER.zip on a floppy disk in
your A:drive, you would type A:\. Another list dialog box will appear showing
the file or a list of files found in that directory that could be appended. Mark or
unmark the files by pressing the [Space] bar. This will alternately place and
remove a check mark by the file. You can select several different files at once if
desired. Select the OK button to proceed with the append, Cancel to abort.
The append rejects duplicate project numbers, notes invalid codes, converts old
database structures, and may add some new projects (if funding is appended but no
project can be found to append). If any of these occur, you will have the option
of viewing and printing the changes after the append is completed. You should
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check your data carefully after the append process to correct any invalid codes and
ensure that the data was merged successfully.

How to Enter Data into the Project Statement
Start the RMP program, select "Projects/funding" from the opening shell, and you
will see the list of existing project statements (see Figure 2). Open the project
statement data entry screen by doing one of the following:
*

Add a new, blank project, by pressing [Ah E] for the Edit menu and [A]
to Add a new project (or just the shortcut [Ah A]). A dialog box will
appear asking you to enter the Initial Proposal Year. After you enter the
year, a blank data entry screen will appear. You must enter a project
number on a blank data entry screen before you can proceed to other
fields, (see Figure 3).

*

Select an existing project by using the up and down arrows to move to the
project statement you wish to edit. You can also type the project number
and the software will automatically scroll to the project. Then press
[Enter] to view or modify that project statement.

Type data into each field. On the top right of the screen is either the word
"Typeover" or "Insert", which shows you whether what you type will write over
existing text, or insert into the text. Change this by pressing the [Ins] key. When
done with a field, press an arrow key or [Enter]. Move between fields with the
down or up arrow keys. As you move to each item or field in the project
statement, a help message line will appear on the second line from the bottom of
the screen to provide tips on completing that field. For example:
If the project number field is highlighted, the second line from the bottom of
your screen will read: "Enter the Project Number: PARK - N, C, I, or S number.subproject number." This means that you should type
BICYN001.002 for the project number (the park is BICY, the project is in
the Natural resources category, this is project number 001, and this is
subproject .002). If you make an invalid entry in a field, a help window will
show the valid entries for the field.
Help tip:

12

When positioning the cursor on a project statement field that
requires the input of a "code", you may press [CTRL P] to view
the code selection list. Use the up and down arrow keys (or
page down / page up) to move along the list until you find the
most appropriate code and press [Enter] to load it into the
project field. You can also just begin typing the code you desire
to automatically scroll to the code in the list.
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Initial Proposal Year.
Enter the year that the project is
being initially proposed and entered into the database. When
entering a project into the system for the first time, the
initial proposal year should be equal to the current year. It
should then remain unchanged!
If you entered this information incorrectly and would like to
change the initial proposal year, press [Alt E] for the edit
menu while viewing the project descriptive information screen.
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1) Project Number. Enter the four letter park acronym code followed by the
resource code (N=Natural, C=Cultural, I=Interdisciplinary, or
S=Subsistence), the three digit RMP project number, and the three digit
(behind the decimal point) subproject number if one is to be used.
Help Tip:

Note that the subproject (decimal) portion of the project number
should only be used if it subservient to a master project number
which already exists in the database. Example:
AG\D-N-4J01.(XX) (master project)
ACAD-N-001.001 (subproject)
If subproject numbers are used, the project number ending in
.000 should normally have no budget information entered. This
will prevent the duplicate accounting of the same project funding
requirements.

2) Priority. Enter a number from 0 to 999 showing the park priority for the
unfunded component of this project. You should only assign a zero priority to
those projects which are completely (100%) funded.
Help lip:

Many parks prioritize only the first twenty or thirty project
statements (or top 10%) and leave the remaining project
statements with the default priority of 999. You are not required
to determine a unique priority number for every project. This
means that you do not have to assign special priority numbers for
projects that may take a long time to receive any funding.
You may enter an identical priority number for each resource
type (for example, there could be a priority "1" for up to four
project statements—the most important natural, cultural,
integrated, or subsistence project.)

3) Initial Proposal Year. Enter the year that the project is being initially
proposed and entered into the database. Note that this field will only be
accessible for input when you first enter the project into the data file. It
should then remain unchanged.
4) Project Title. You can enter a maximum of 50 characters for this field. Try
to capture the essence of the project so that it is possible to determine what it
is about simply by viewing the title. This field should never be left empty.
4a) Subproject Title. This field only appears if you have entered a subproject
number in the project number.
5) Servicewide Issue Codes. Enter one or two issue codes (press [Ctrl P] to
P_ick from a list displayed on screen or see Appendix B). Use the [PageUp]
or [PageDown] keys to move through the displayed window of possible codes
after pressing [Ctrl P]. You may also begin typing the code and the software
RMP Software Manual
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will automatically scroll to the code as you type. It is important to select the
most appropriate code(s) after carefully reviewing the list of possible choices.
Help tip:

When viewing the issue code selection window on screen (after
pressing [Ctrl P] while the cursor is positioned on one of the two
issue code input fields), you may quickly skip to the natural
resource issue codes by pressing [N] once.

6) Cultural Resource Type. Enter one of the following cultural resource type
codes:
COMB = Combination
CULL = Cultural Landscape
ETHN = Ethnographic Resources
OBJC = Object
SITE = Archeological Site
STRC = Structure
(These codes also appear on the message line at the bottom of the screen)
7) Package Number. If the park has a current 10-238 request pertaining to this
project, enter the specific identifying number from the corresponding 10-238.
Do not just enter "238".
8) RMAP Program Code 1. RMAP requires two natural resource program
codes, a general code and a specific code. This field is for the general code.
Enter the general natural resource program code (press [Ctrl P] to Pick from a
list displayed on screen or see Appendix H). Use the up or down arrow key
to move through the displayed window of codes after pressing [Ctrl P] or type
the code to automatically scroll to the code as you type it.
9) RMAP Program Code 2. Enter the specific natural resource program code
(press [Ctrl P] to Pick from a list displayed on screen or see Appendix H).
Use the up or down arrow key to move through the displayed window of
codes after pressing [Ctrl P].
10) Compliance Code. Enter one or two compliance codes (press [Ctrl P] to
Pick from a list displayed on screen or see Appendix D).
11) Explanation. Enter the explanation for the compliance code (This
information Must be entered if one of the compliance codes is EXCL, DOC,
and/or CTTHER). Press [Ctrl P] to Pick from a list displayed on screen or see
Appendix E). Use the up or down arrow key to move through the displayed
window of possible codes after pressing [Ctrl PI. You may search the
descriptive text for any string of characters by pressing [Ah L] and entering a
search string. You can press [Ctrl LI to search again if the code found is not
the one you were searching for.

14
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12.a) Funding.
*

Unfunded information is entered to reflect a maximum of
four years of planning. The right side of the funding
screen will include entry for Year 1, Year 2, Year 3, and
Year 4. The unfunded Year 1 should be regarded as the
current
year.

*

TYPE:

Enter the one character funding type code for
each budget screen line item as follows:

R =

Recurrent:
Permanent program base funding for the park's
ongoing, day-to-day
resources management
activities.

C =

Cyclic:
Funding
repeated
interval
example,

0 =

for an activity that needs to be
at a specified interval of time. The
must be greater than once a year (for
once every three years).

Onetime:
(The letter 0 - not the number zero)
Funding for a project that will be completed
at a particular point in time and that will
not be repeated at a regular interval. The
duration of the project may be several years.
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12) Funding. Press [PageDown] to enter or edit funding information on the
funding screen (see "How to View the Funding Screen" on page 18 for more
information). The funding screen allows you to enter both funded and
unfunded information for your project. The screen is divided in half, with the
left half showing years of funded data and the right half showing unfunded
data. Funded information is entered and tracked by the actual year it was
allocated to the project. Unfunded information is entered to reflect a
maximum of four years of planning. The right side of the funding screen will
includes entry for Year 1, Year 2, Year 3, and Year 4.
For each year of funded (or unfunded) data, you can enter up to nine "lines"
of data. Only four are normally shown; if you need to enter more than four
lines of funded data in one year, press [Ah S] to access the "Setup" menu (see
page 40) and then select "Set Funding Rows" to change the default from four
to a higher number. You may change the default number of funding rows
back to four without losing funding information that was entered beyond four
rows.
A "line" of funding data is a combination of funding source, activity type,
budget, and FTE. If your project is funded from two different sources, one to
support the research aspect of the project, and the other to support the
monitoring aspect, you would enter these two combinations on two different
lines in each year for which they apply. Press [Ctrl P] for a list of funding
sources.
If you want to use the same funding information (i.e. funding sources,
activity type, budget, and FTE) over multiple years, you can copy all of
the information from one year to another by pressing [Alt E] for the Edit
menu and [O] for Cp.py funding and following the instructions. The same
applies to moving funding information from one year to another.
The funding screen data entry consists of the following information fields:
SOURCE:

ACT:

TYPE:

Enter funding source code (press [Ctrl P] for a list of valid codes
or see Appendix F). A funding source is only required when
entering funded project information. The unfunded portion of
the data entry screen does not require a source code.

Enter one of the following funding activity codes:
RES = Research
PRO = Protection
MTT = Mitigation
INT = Interpretation
MON = Monitoring
ADM = Administration
(See Appendix G for further descriptions of the activity codes)
Enter the one character funding type code as follows:
R = Recurrent funding
C = Cyclic funding
RMP Software Manual
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O = Onetime funding (the letter O - not the number zero)
BUDGET

Enter budget $ in thousands to nearest ten (i.e. 9.99 for $9,990).

FTE:

Enter FEE amount (i.e. 999.99).

Press [Alt X] to save and Exit the funding data entry process.
13) Problem Statement Press [Ctrl Enter] to invoke the text editor while the
cursor is located on the Problem Statement entry field. A word processing
screen will appear (see Figure 4). The text editor can retrieve (import)
another text file, block and paste, search and replace text, center text, or
check spelling. Use the various "pull-down" menus located at the top of the
text entry box by pressing the [Alt] key and the highlighted letter of the utility
you wish to access. Many of the options available within the text entry screen
are similar to standard Word Perfect commands. State the issue, problem, or
need that will be addressed and discuss it at a level of detail commensurate
with the serious nature of the problem and urgency. High priority projects
should be detailed and lengthy. Lower priority projects may have less detail
but should still include a brief statement that captures the crux of the problem
and needed action. Press [F7] to save and Exit this process.

Figure 4. Example Problem Statement / text entry screen. Press [F7] to exit.
14) Description of Action. Press [Ctrl Enter] to invoke the text editor while the
cursor is on the Description of Action entry field. Clearly describe the
mitigative actions to address internal and external threats identified in the
Problem Statement. Press [F7] to save and Exit this process.
16
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Special Amendment
(December, 1995)
Please insert this page between pages 16 and 17 of the
RMP Software Manual
The text editor which enables the word processing input of information into the Problem
Statement, Description of Action, or Alternative Action and Impacts of each RMP project
includes the capability to highlight in BOLD or UNDERLINE selected text. This feature
was added to the software in order to provide for the format of scientific names or items
of special significance.
Once you have started the text editor (by pressing [Ctrl] and [Enter] when the cursor is
positioned on the one of the three data entry fields mentioned above) you may start the
bold-face of certain words or blocks of words by pressing [Alt] [F4] and left or rightarrow keys to block the required text and then pressing [F6] to activate the bold highlight,
on. To underline blocked text, press [F8] to set the underline on.
The special control characters required to support the bold-face or underline options should
appear at the beginning and end of each word or block of designated words. The actual
BOLD and UrTOEREINE will not appear on your screen but will be included in associated
print reports.
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15) Alternative Action and Impacts. Press [Ctrl Enter] to invoke the text editor
while the cursor is on the Alternative Action entry field. This section is
optional, but parks are encouraged to discuss alternatives to present the
analysis process by which the recommended action was chosen and record
options that could be carried out if full funding is not received. Press [F7] to
save and Exit this process.
Help Tip:

See the section on "Moving Text to and from Wordperfect" on
page 17 for information on how to import/export Wordperfect
text. It is possible to retrieve a file saved in Word Perfect
directly into the text fields, though formatting codes will be
stripped.

Help Tip:

While viewing the project statement data entry screen, you can
flip between project statements by pressing [Ctrl PageUp] or
[Ctrl PageDown] without having to return to the project list
screen. All changes you may have made will automatically be
saved.
You may access a word processing "help" utility from within the
text edit screen by pressing [F1].

Moving Text to and from WordPerfect
The fields "Problem Statement", "Description of Action", and "Alternative
Actions" are narrative text fields, sometimes called memo fields. As mentioned
above, you may edit these fields by pressing [Ctrl Enter] when the cursor is
positioned on the field. A word processor screen will open into which you may
type or import text from an ascii or WordPerfect file. A series of available
options are displayed across the top of this screen and may be accessed by holding
the [Ah] key down while pressing the first letter of each option.
Importing Text
You can import text from a WordPerfect file directly into the word processor
screen. Once you are in the text edit screen, press [Alt F] for the Eile menu and
then select "Retrieve" (or press [Shift F10]). A dialog line will appear on the
bottom of the screen, into which you should type the complete directory and file
name of the file you want to import. The document will be imported, but many of
the formatting codes specific to your word processing software will be removed.
You will probably have to review and clean up the imported text. When you are
done, press [F7] to exit.
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Exporting Text
You can export text from a project memo field into a file which you may then
access with word processing software after exiting the RMP software. Once you
are in the text edit screen, press [Alt F] and then select "Text Out" (or press [Ctrl
F5]) to export the memo information as a DOS Text or Generic text format.
Generic text format means that all paragraphs are turned into one long line of text
so that when you retrieve the file into WordPerfect, it can break the lines in the
proper places with soft carriage returns. DOS format means that all lines in a
paragraph are ended with a hard carriage return so that the file can be printed
directly to a printer from DOS. A dialog line will appear on the bottom of the
screen, into which you enter a directory and file name to which you want to save
the entire narrative field. After exiting the RMP software, you may print this file
from DOS or retrieve it into your word processing software.
Blocking Text
To copy, move, or delete blocks of text, first mark the text by pressing [Ah F4]
or [Ah E] and Block to turn the block On. Move the cursor to highlight the
desired block. Then press [Ctrl F4] to move, copy, delete or append the block
(append the block will allow you to save the blocked text to a file.)

How to Edit/Change an Existing Project Statement
To change or edit an existing project statement, start the RMP program and select
"Projects/funding" from the opening shell. The project list screen will appear (see
Figure 2) showing the current list of existing project statements. Use the up and
down arrows to move to the project statement you wish to edit. Then press [Enter]
to view or modify that project statement. The project statement you've selected
for editing will appear on the screen (see Figure 3). Note that the message bar on
the second line from the bottom of the screen will provide brief tips on how to
input data into each field in which the cursor is placed. Press [Alt X] to save and
Exit after you have completed editing.
You can flip between project statements by pressing [Ctrl PageUp] or
[Ctrl PageDown] without having to return to the project list screen. All changes
you may have made will be saved. The previous or next project statement will be
displayed and you can edit or print it.

How to View and Edit the Funding Screen
The funding table is a part of the project statement. You have to be editing a
project statement in order to view the funding screen. Select a project statement
to edit by moving the highlight bar in the project list screen and pressing [Enter].
18
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The project data entry screen will appear. Note the budget summary in a box on
the right of the project statement data entry screen (see Figure 3). Then press
[PageDown] to see the funding screen (see Figure 5) for budget dollar entry. See
page 15 for more information.

Figure 5. Funding screen data entry.

Help Tip:

While viewing the funding screen, you can press [Ctrl PageUp] or
[Ctrl PageDown] to flip between project statements.

How to Tag Project Statements
To tag or untag an individual project, highlight the project on the list of projects
screen and press the [Space] bar. A check mark will appear in the far left column
next to the project statement number. The Tag command on the menu allows you
to tag and un-tag project statements. A tag allows you to perform deleting and
printing for multiple projects. Selecting the Tag command will display a submenu
displaying Tag, Untag, Invert, and fjount. The Jag and Untag are followed by
another submenu allowing you to tag the Highlighted project or AH projects. The
Invert command changes all currently tagged projects to untagged and all untagged
projects to tagged. The Cfount command shows you how many tags are currently
set.
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Help Up:

Projects that are marked using the "lag" utility will remain tagged
until you "Untag" them. So if you tag several projects and then exit
the RMP, the tagged marks will still be present when you go back
into the system the next time.

How to Delete a Project Statement
To delete one project, highlight the project that you wish to delete from the list of
projects screen and then press [Ah D] to delete it (you could also press [Ah E] and
then select "Delete".) You will then be prompted with a submenu to choose
deletion of the highlighted entry only, all entries, or tagged entries. To only
delete the single project that you have highlighted, select "highlighted entry only."
The software will then warn you that by continuing you can permanently remove
the project from the RMP database.
To delete more than one project, you can press [Space] to tag (see the section
above on "How to Tag Project Statements") the various projects that you would
like to delete and then press [Ah D]. At that point you would select to delete all
"tagged entries". A warning will then appearremindingyou that all of the
projects in your database that are currently marked with a tag will be permanently
removed from the file.
Another alternative to deleting multiple projects is to use the "filter" utility
available under the [Ah L] Locate menu command. A filter may be created and
then all entries deleted. Only the projects within the filter will be erased. See the
section on the "Locate menu", page 37 for more information.
Help Tip:

Whenever you select a delete command, a message will appear
warning you that you are about to delete ALL data associated with
the project statement or statements selected, including all funding
data. You can select OK to do the deletion, or Cancel if you decide
you don't want to do the deletion.

How to Print Project Statements, Programming Sheets, and Tables
Project information may be printed from the project list screen, the project
statement data entry screen, or the funding screen. Press [Ah P] for the print
menu (see Figure 6).
Highlight your choice and press [Enter]. After selecting the print report required,
a box will appear that enables you to tell the software to print the "Highlighted"
project, "All" projects, or the "Tagged" projects. Make your choice by
positioning the highlight bar and pressing [Enter] or by pressing the highlighted
character of the menu choice you want. Next, select either "Screen", "File", or
20
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"Printer" as a destination for the report that you have decided to create. It is
recommended that you select "Screen", so that you can preview your output before
actually printing it.
If you output to the screen, the printed output will appear in a box on the screen
exactly as if it were printed on a printer. You can scroll through the file using the
arrow keys, [Home], [End], [PageUp], [PageDown], with or without the [Ctrl]
key. When you are satisfied with the output, you can press [Alt P] for the Print
menu again, and then send the output to a file or to the printer. Press [ESC] to
escape back to your previous menu without further printing.
See "Dialog boxes" on page 6 for further information about dialog buttons and
keystrokes.

Figure 6. Print Menu ([Ah PI).

Project List Output Selections
When you have chosen to print the "List of Project Statements" to the screen, file,
or printer, a dialog box will appear from which you can select a variety of output
options (see Figure 7).
Sorting preference. These allow you to have your output sorted by combinations
of Priority, Park, Resource Type, Project Number or Initial Proposal Year. Enter
a number 1 by the primary sort key, a 2 by the next key, a 3 by the next, and so
on, or 0 to have that key ignored in the sort. For example, a phonebook is sorted
by last name, first name, and middle name. If you were sorting a phonebook,
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then you would enter a 1 by the last name, a 2 by the first name, and a 3 by the
middle name. If you want a field to be completely ignored by the sort, enter a 0
(zero) next to it. The sort list contains one check box which determines whether
you want any sort at all to appear in the output. To turn off sorting, move the
cursor to the 'No sorting' line and press [Space]. A check mark will appear in
the box and you will see the sorting choices deactivate on the screen. To turn on
sorting, do the same process again.

Figure 7. List of Projects output selections.
Year limiting. These text boxes allow you to limit the report to specific years by
typing in the appropriate year for the funded or unfunded column of the report.
By leaving these two options blank, all budget information contained within your
projects will be totaled.
Subtotal. These radio buttons allow you to designate where in the output list you
want subtotals to appear, or select 'No subtotals'. If you experiment by directing
output to the screen, you will see that many combinations of sorting and subtotals
are meaningless; a subtotal may occur after every entry depending upon the sorting
that you have selected!
Grand total. This check box allows you to choose whether to output a grand total
for all projects printed. Make sure that a check mark is present in this box if you
would like to see a grand total of the projects included in your report.
At the bottom of the dialog box are OK and Cancel buttons. The OK button is
initially highlighted and can be selected at anytime by pressing [Enter] or [Ah O].
The dialog options will be saved and automatically loaded into the dialog box the
22
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next time you choose to print. To select Cancel, press [Tab], [Ah C], or a left or
right arrow key, and press [Enter]. The previous selections will be restored, and
the print operation will be canceled.

Programming Sheet Output Selections
When you choose to print a programming sheet, a dialog box will appear from
which you can select a variety of output options (see Figure 8).
Project type. These check box selections allow you to mark the project resource
types to include in the output. To mark a selection, move the cursor to that line
and press [Space]. A check mark will appear in the box. To unmark your
selections, do the same process again. By using this function, you can designate
the combination of cultural, interdisciplinary, natural, or subsistence projects that
you would like to include in the programming sheet report.

Figure 8. Programming Sheet 2.
Fiscal year. This text box item is the initial fiscal year for the first year of the
report. The report will include four years, beginning with the year that you input
at this point. For example, type 1995 if the years desired on the report should
reflect 1995, 1996, 1997, and 1998 data. Note that you should type in four
numbers (such as 1995 rather than just 95.)
Sort by priority (sheet 2 only). If you are creating an "Unfunded Programming
Sheet" report, this check box will enable you to sort the unfunded projects by
priority number rather than project number. To mark the box, move the cursor to
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that line and press [Space]. A check mark will appear in the box. To turn off
the feature, do the same process again.
Include if no funding. This check box item determines whether you want
projects which have no funding data of any kind to appear in the output. Mark
this box if you want projects that have received no funding to appear on final
reports. To mark the box, move the cursor to that line and press [Space]. A
check mark will appear in the box. To turn off the feature, do the same process
again.
Parks found—additional output options. If your data represents a single park,
these radio buttons will be dim and unavailable to you. These options for multiple
parks will be used by multi-park administrative units and regional support offices.
These radio buttons allow you to output one single table for the highlighted park, a
separate output table for each park, or all parks in a single table. Use [Space] to
select the appropriate radio button.
Regions found—additional output options. These radio buttons will normally
only be used by WASO offices. They allow you to output a single region, each
region separately, or combine all regions into one. Used in tandem with the
previous output options, a large variety of report tables may be created.
OK and Cancel buttons. The OK button is initially highlighted and can be
selected at anytime by pressing [Enter] or [Alt O]. The dialog options will be
saved and automatically loaded into the dialog box the next time you choose to
print. To cancel the print operation, use arrow keys to highlight Cancel and press
[Enter], or just press [Esc]. The previous selections will be restored, and the
print operation will be canceled.

Table Output Selections
The "Funded Table" report will show the total budget amounts allocated within
each funding source (recurring, cyclic, one-time) and activity (RES, MTT, MON,
PRO, INT OR ADM). The "Unfunded Table" reports will show the total
unfunded budget amounts allocated within each funding type (recurring, cyclic,
one-time) and activity.
When you choose to print the Funded Table or Unfunded Table, a dialog box will
appear from which you can select a variety of output options.
Project type. These check box selections allow you to mark project resource
types to include in the output. To mark a selection, move the cursor to that line
and press [Space]. A check mark will appear in the box. To turn off the feature,
do the same process again. By using this function, you can designate the
combination of cultural, interdisciplinary, natural, or subsistence projects that you
would like to include in the table report.
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Fiscal year. If you elected to print the "Funded Table" (see Figure 9), this text
box allows you to enter the specific year of budget information that the table
report should pertain to. You should enter four digits, such as "1995".

Figure 9. Funded Table.
Outyear combinations (unfunded table only). This check box allows you to
report only specific unfunded planning years (year one, two, three, or four) or all
unfunded budget information combined. Note that "Outyear 1" will may always
be regarded as the current year.
Parks found—additional output options. If your datarepresentsa single park,
these radio buttons will be dim and unavailable to you. These options for multiple
parks will be used by multi-park administrative units and regional support offices.
These radio buttons allow you to output one single table for the highlighted park, a
separate output table for each park, or all parks in a single table. Use [Space] to
select the appropriate radio button.
Regions found—additional output options. These radio buttons will normally
only be used by WASO offices. They allow you to output a single region, each
region separately, or combine all regions into one. Used in tandem with the
previous output options, a large variety of report tables may be created.
OK and Cancel buttons. The OK button is initially highlighted and can be
selected at anytime by pressing [Enter] or [Alt O], The dialog options will be
saved and automatically loaded into the dialog box the next time you choose to
print. To cancel the print operation, use arrow keys to highlight Cancel and press
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[Enter], or just press [Esc]. The previous selections will be restored, and the
print operation will be canceled.

Figure 10. Unfunded Table.

Summary Reports
The Summary Reports option (see Figure 11) will provide choices for printing a
variety project budget and accounting reports.
Funding type. These radio buttons enable you to create reports for either
"funded" or "unfunded" data.
Fiscal year. This text box allows you to enter the initial fiscal year of budget
information that the table report should begin with. You should enter four digits,
such as "1995". The output tables created will show a four year total.
Sorting options. These radio buttons allow you not only to sort by various data
fields but also to show either funding amounts or simple tallies in the output. Each
report created should be carefully reviewed prior to distribution or storage.
Parks found—additional output options. If your data represents a single park,
these radio buttons will be dim and unavailable to you. These options for multiple
parks will be used by multi-park administrative units and regional support offices.
These radio buttons allow you to output one single table for the highlighted park, a
separate output table for each park, or all parks in a single table Use [Space] to
select the appropriate radio button.
26
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Regions found—additional output options. These radio buttons will normally
only be used by WASO offices. They allow you to output a single region, each
region separately, or combine all regions into one. Used in tandem with the
previous output options, a large variety of report tables may be created.
OK and Cancel buttons. The OK button is initially highlighted and can be
selected at anytime by pressing [Enter] or [Alt O]. The dialog options will be
saved and automatically loaded into the dialog box the next time you choose to
print. To cancel the print operation, use arrow keys to highlight Cancel and press
[Enter], or just press [Esc]. The previous selections will be restored, and the
print operation will be canceled.

Figure 11. Summary Reports.

How to View the Personnel Table List Screen
You can switch to the personnel tables at any time by pressing [Ah F] for the pile
menu and [T] for Personnel tables (or just the shortcut [Alt T]). If you have no
data yet, a message will appear saying that the personnel database is empty.
The top right corner of the screen shows the highlighted item number and how
many records you have in the personnel database. The personnel tables are sorted
by park, region, and fiscal year. The data in the columns is a sum of the funding
and FTE amounts for that year. Follow the directions at the bottom of the screen
to add and edit personnel tables.
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You can switch between personnel iables and project statements with the shortcut
keys [Ah T] and [Alt J], respectively.

How to Add a New Personnel Table
From any screen related to project statements, press [Ah T] to view the personnel
tables. Press [Alt E] for the Edit menu and [A] (or just the shortcut [Ah A]) to
Add a new personnel table (see Figure 12). Enter data into the fields. Move
from field to field by pressing the up and down arrow keys, or by pressing
[Enter]. Refer to the message line at the bottom of the screen for hints about what
to enter in each field.

Figure 12. Personnel Table (data entry).
As you enter data, the summed amounts will instantly reflect the new information.
The percent calculations will not be accurate until you get to the field "Total Park
FTEs". When you enter data into this field, the percentage line will be instantly
updated.
When you havefinishedentering data into the table, press [Ah X] to save the table
and Exit this process (adding a new table), or [ESC] to abort the changes, and
return to the previous screen. If you press [Esc], the new data record will not be
added to the database.
You can flip between personnel tables by pressing [Ctrl PageUp] and
[Ctrl PageDown]. The current personnel table will be saved, and the previous or
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next one will be displayed, allowing you to view, edit, print, or delete it without
having to exit to the personnel table list screen first.

How to Edit/Change an Existing Personnel Table
Press [Alt T] to view the personnel tables. Move the highlight bar to the
personnel table that you want to modify. Press [Enter]) to Modify. The
personnel table data entry screen will appear, filled with the data for the personnel
table that you selected (see Figure 12). When you are done, press [Ah X] to save
the data and Exit this process (the personnel table edit) and return to the previous
screen, or [ESC] to abort the changes and restore the original data.
You can flip between personnel tables by pressing [Ctrl PageUp] and
[Ctrl PageDown]. The current personnel table will be saved, and the previous or
next one will be displayed, allowing you to view, edit, print, or delete it without
having to exit to the personnel table list screen first.

How to Tag Personnel Tables
The Tag command on the menu allows you to tag and un-tag personnel tables. A
tag appears as a check mark in the left-hand column of the personnel table list
screen which allows you to perform deleting and printing on multiple personnel
tables. Selecting the Tag command will display a submenu displaying Jag, Untag,
Invert, and Count. The Jag and Untag items are followed by another submenu
allowing you to tag the Highlighted personnel table or AH tables. The Invert
command changes all currently tagged tables to untagged and all untagged tables to
tagged. The Count command shows you the total number of personnel records
that are currently tagged. To tag or untag an individual table, highlight the table
and press the [Space] bar.

How to Delete One or All Personnel Tables
Press [Alt T] to view the personnel tables. Position the highlight bar on the
personnel table you want to delete. Then press [Alt E] for the Edit menu and [D]
(or just the shortcut key [Alt D]) to select Delete. A submenu appears from which
you can press [H] to select the Highlighted table, [A] to select AH tables, or [T] to
select Tagged tables in the database. After you select one of these, a message will
appear asking if you really want to delete the data. You can press [Y] to proceed
with the deletion, or [N] to abort the deletion process.
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How to Print Personnel Table
You can print from either the personnel table list screen or the personnel table data
entry screen. Press [Ah P] for the Print menu and [Tl for Personnel Table. A
submenu appears from which you can press [H] to select the Highlighted or
current table, [A] to select AH tables, or [T] to select lagged tables. Another
submenu appears from which you can select where you want the printed output to
go, [S] for the Screen, [F] for a pile of your choice, or [P] for the printer. It is
recommended that you preview the output on the screen before printing.
If you select to output to the screen, the printed output will appear in a box on the
screen exactly as if it were printed on a printer. You can scroll through the file
using the arrow keys, [Home], [End], [PageUp], [PageDown], with or without
the [Ctrl] key. When you are satisfied with the output, you can press [Ah P] for
the print menu. A dialog box will appear allowing you to print the report to a file
or the printer. To return to the previous screen without printing, press [ESC].

How to Prepare Data for Region or WASO
Before you send data to Region or WASO, you should use the Edit menu selection
"Check codes" to ensure that all data fields are filled out and valid. Check the
codes by pressing [Alt E] and then fc. Any errors found will be displayed, allowing
you to print the errors. Then you should fix any problems detected.
When you have updated all of your projects and personnel entries, and would like
to prepare the data to send to your region (or to WASO from the regional office),
press [Ah F] for the Eile menu and [Z] to create a "zipped" file. A dialog box
will open allowing you prepare the highlighted entry, all entries, or only the
tagged entries. A message will also appear summarizing the data about to be
processed. Select "yes" to continue Next you will enter a destination drive
and/or directory that the ZIP output file will be copied into and the four character
park (or region) acronym which will be used in the zipped file name A prompt
will then appear which allows you to type comments regarding the RMP software.
Text entered as comments will automatically be attached to your data and
displayed the next time the data is appended into the RMP software (at the
regional and WASO level.)
Help Tip:
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The "Zip All Data" utility (on the opening shell) may be used to keep
backup copies of your data on diskettes. The single zipped file
created in the process will contain all of your RMP data, which may
be appended back into the software if needed.
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How to Quit to DOS
From any data entry screen, you can press [Ah F] for the Eile menu and [Q] (or
just the shortcut [Ah Ql) to save all data and Quit to the main shell. If you are on
the project list screen or personnel table list screen, you can also press [Ah X] to
save all data and Exit or press [Esc]. Then, from the main shell, select "Quit" or
press [Esc]. This will return you to your computer operating system.
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3. Menus and How to Use Them

a

The RMP software menu system is based on a standard method used in
most major software today. The list of menu commands at the top of the screen is
called the menu bar. One letter is highlighted in each menu title and command.
The highlighted letter is called the quick key. Quick keys make it easy for you to
pull down menus and choose commands from the keyboard, without having to use
the arrow keys. The highlighted letters on the menu bar are selected by pressing
and holding the [Alt] key, and then pressing the highlighted letter. From a pulldown menu, simply press the highlighted letter to choose that command.

Choosing a command that is preceded by a • symbol by pressing [Enter] causes a
submenu to appear that lists additional commands. If you change your mind about
selecting a menu command, press [Esc] to close the menu. Repeated pressing the
[Esc] key will eventually remove all menus.
When a menu command is highlighted, a message about the menu command will
appear at the bottom line of the screen display. In the opening menu bar at the
top of the project list screen, there are eight options for you to use: File, Edit,
Tag, Locate, Print, Calculator, Setup, and Help. To access these menu options,
press [Alt] and the highlighted letter of each word. For example, to edit a project
statement press [Alt E] for the Edit menu. A submenu will drop down below the
top line with various other menu commands such as Modify, Delete, Add, Copy.
You can highlight each command by pressing the arrow keys. Select a command
by pressing [Enter] or by pressing the letter that is shown in a highlighted color
within each menu command. If a menu command is not available at a particular
point in the program, it will appear dim (on color screens) and will have the prefix
"N/A". Any menu can be aborted by pressing [Esc].
Some frequently used menu commands can be selected immediately without going
through the menu system. These are called "shortcut keys". They can be found
listed after some menu commands. For example, under the "Edit" menu selection,
there are several shortcut keys: [Alt M] for Modify, [Alt D] for Delete, [Alt A]
for Add, which can be pressed at any time. If you were viewing a project number
list, you could press [Alt M] to Modify the current highlighted entry rather than
pressing [Alt E] for the Edit menu and then [M] to Modify.
The following pages explain what each menu command in the RMP software does.
Some of the options listed will only be available when viewing specific screens.
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The File Menu
The File menu [Alt F] allows you to performfile-relatedoperations such as
loading the project statements and personnel tables files, reindexing, packing the
files to their smallest size, creating backup data files, and exiting from the RMP
program. These are the commands available on the File menu:
View Project Statements — shortcut [Ah J ] . Loads the project statements
database RMP. DBF for viewing, editing, and printing. Not available if
project statements database is already loaded.
View Personnel Table — shortcut [Ah TJ. Loads the personnel table
database RMP_PERS.DBF for viewing, editing, and printing. Not available
if personnel tables are already loaded.
View Comments. Displays user comments submitted when the data was
prepared (zipped) to send to Regional or WASO offices.
View Rejected data. Loads the documentation file containing a list of
projects that were rejected during a previous append process. You can View,
Edit, or Delete the file from a submenu.
View Unknown Codes. Loads the documentation file containing a list of
projects that were found to contain unknown data codes during a previous
append or print report process. You can Y_iew, Edit, or Delete the file from a
submenu.
View Main/Sub fund duplicates. Loads the documentation file containing a
list of subproject and related master project numbers that were found to
possibly contain the same funding information. Funding information
contained within a subproject should not also be part of the funding
information entered in the master project as this would create duplicate
accounting. You can View, Edit, or Delete the file from a submenu.
View Readme file. Loads a brief documentation file containing information
notes pertaining to the latest software release and technical support.
Append. Appends data from one or more zip files or other RMP databases to
your current database. A dialog box appears into which you must specify the
path (drive letter and path name where the file or files are located) e.g. A:,
B:, D:\DBASE\RMP91, etc. This procedure converts previous database
formats, prevents the addition of duplicate project numbers, and detects the
following potential errors:
Invalid Codes - codes which were missing or invalid during the
conversion from previous year's data.
New project numbers - created by the program during the append if
project funding information was detected but unattached to a current
project statement.
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Duplicate accounting in Main/Sub projects - subprojects and master
projects that contain funding information that could possibly be
duplicate accounting. Example: Master project ACAD-N-001.000
shows an unfunded need of $10,000 and subproject ACAD-N001.001 shows an unfunded need of $5,000 - the $5,000 should not
also be a part of the estimated $10,000 posted under the master
project.
Reindex — shortcut [Art Rj. Reindexes data so that the software functions
efficiently. This will only be needed if you suspect that the index files are
damaged. If you don't see data you know you have entered, if data is
showing up where it shouldn't be, or if you have other unexplained errors, try
reindexing with this command.
Pack — shortcut [Art KJ. When you delete data, it still takes up some room
in the database even though its data is no longer intact. The pack function will
correct this situation. It is a good idea to use this function when you are
going to zip or back up your databases.
Backup — shortcut [Ah B]. Allows you to make a backup of your databases
in a drive and/or directory you specify. If the destination directory cannot be
found, the program will ask you if you want to create it immediately. Copies
of the database will be made in the destination directory. Note that the copies
made with this utility will not be automatically compressed and may not fit on
a diskette. Try using the "Zip data" selection to compress the database
(squeeze it down in size) if you have trouble backing up the database to
diskette.
Zip files — shortcut [Ah Zl. Database files will be compressed to a very
small size into a "zip" file. You will be asked to specify where you want the
"zip" file to be created; if that destination directory cannot be found, you will
be asked if you want to create it immediately. You will also be asked to enter
the four character park/region code which will then automatically be used in
the creation of the zipped file name. The Zip files command simplifies the
process of preparing data to send back to your regional office of from the
regional office to WASO. This utility uses an NPS site-licensed program
called PKZIP by PKWare, Inc.
Convert xBase structure. Permits you to copy the database file to a format
that is accessible to either dBase or FoxPro software packages. Only regional
or WASO staff should ever have a need to select this utility.
Go to DOS. Permits you to temporarily access the DOS prompt where you
may enter a series of DOS commands and then return to the RMP software
screen that you were working in by typing EXIT at the DOS prompt.
DOS Command. Permits you to type in a single DOS command via a small
dialog box. After the DOS command that you type has been executed, you
will be returned to the previous RMP software screen by pressing any key.
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Exit this process — shortcut [AH X]. Exits out of the current process. For
example, if you are editing the funding amounts, it will return you to the
project statement data entry screen. If you are in the project statement data
entry screen, it will return you to the list of project numbers. If you are
viewing the project list screen it will exit the RMP program to the opening
shell.
Save and Quit to DOS — shortcut [Ah OJ. Saves the data you are editing or
adding and returns you to the opening shell from any location in the program.

The Edit Menu
The Edit menu [Alt E] is used to modify (edit or change) your data, whether it is
your project statements, personnel tables, or annual accomplishments. This utility
is not available when viewing archived projects. Changing your data includes
adding a new project statement or personnel table, modifying an existing statement
or table, deleting an existing statement or table, and copying an entire project to a
new project number.
Modify — shortcuts [Ah M] or [Enter] (not on funding screen). Allows you
to edit the highlighted project statement or personnel table data.
Delete — shortcut [Ah D] (not on funding screen). Deletes project
statements or personnel tables. A submenu appears allowing you to select
highlighted, all, or tagged. A message appears, and you must confirm that
you want to delete the data.
Add — shortcut [Ah A] (not on funding screen). Adds a new project
statement or personnel table to the database and places you in the edit mode.
If you then press [Esc], the new record is not added to the database.
Save. Save any editing changes immediately.
Initial proposal year (project list and project data screen only). Allows
you to change the initial proposal year. Normally, this data should not be
changed after you enter the date the first time the project is proposed.
However, there may be unusual circumstances that require you to change the
proposal date.
Copy a data record (not on funding screen). Copies one project statement
to a new project number that is not already oh file. The system will prompt
you to enter the new or "target" project number. (Available only on the
project statement list.)
Delete funding data (funding screen only). Allows you to delete the
highlighted or all of the funded/unfunded rows of data from the current
project statement. A warning will appear prior to any actual deletion.
Copy funding (funding screen only). Copies sources codes, activity codes,
funding, and FTEs from one year to one or more years within and between
funded or unfunded columns. A dialog box opens with instructions.
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Move Funding (funding screen only). Similar to copying funding, but the
source year data is erased.
Set type code (funding screen only). Allows you to change or set all of the
funding type codes for one project to equal the same code; R=recurrent,
C=cyclic, 0=Onetime
Check codes. Checks for missing codes, invalid codes, and other data in the
database and logs detected errors.

The Tag Menu
The Tag command [Alt G] allows you to tag and un-tag database records. A tag
appears as a check mark in the left-hand column of the list screen which allows
you to perform deleting, printing and zipping on multiple database records. The
lag and Untag items have submenus allowing you to further specify Highlighted
or All records.
Tag — shortcut [Space]. Mark the database record.
JJntag — shortcut [Space]. Clear the mark from the database record.
Invert. Changes all currently tagged records to untagged and all untagged
records to tagged.
Count Display a count of all currently tagged records.

The Locate Menu
The Locate menu [Alt L] helps you locate individual projects or groups of projects
based on the data contained within the project statements or personnel tables. It
has two basic methods: it can either search and locate one specific project or
personnel table record, or it can create a "filter" which then displays all projects
or tables containing specific data of interest.
Search for data. Searches the database for any data and moves the highlight
to the first record containing the search data item. A series of dialog boxes
appear allowing you to enter complex search conditions. Thereafter, you can
use [Ctrl L] to instruct the computer to search again - which will then continue
to search further projects to see if the same matching attribute occurs within
another project.
Search for data again. Continues the search command previously set,
starting with the next record.
Go to an item number. Goes to a particular item number in the database. A
dialog box appears into which you enter the item number you want to go to.
Item numbers can be found by looking in the upper right corner of the project
list screen in the form "Item nnn/NNN", where the nnn is the item index item
number and NNN is the total number of records in the database. These are
not actual physical record numbers, but rather the offset into the active index
file.
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Skip forward or back. Skips forward or backward a specified number of
data records. A dialog box appears into which you type the number of
records you want to skip. A negative number will cause the skip to be
backward, a positive number causes a forward skip.
Make or load a filter. Allows you to create different filters. This option is
primarily used by multi-park units, or large parks. A series of dialog boxes
appear allowing you to create a new filter, edit a previously created filter,
rename a filter, copy a filter to another name, delete a filter, edit the xbase
conditional code, or cancel the operation and return to the previous screen.
See Appendix Ifor an examplefilterapplication.
A filter is similar to a search, except that it "hides" all records that don't meet
your specified criteria. While a filter is "activated", only those records that
have met your filter criteria will be accessible for printing reports, deleting,
etc. You can create as many different filters as you want, they will
automatically be stored within the RMP system so that you may edit and/or
reactivate them at a later date as needed. The filter that is in effect is called
the "current filter" and is displayed at the bottom of the list screens.
Help Tip:

If a filter is active, and you add a new project which does not
match that filter, the new project will seem to disappear. It
should appear again after you deactivate the filter by selecting
"Unfiltered, include all".

Show filter info (only when a filter is active). Allows you to view the
actual programming code maintaining a filter that you have activated.
Count filtered records (only when a filter is active). Counts the number of
records (projects or tables) that match the current filter.
Unfiltered, include all (only when a filter is active). Removes any current
active filter, allowing all data in the database to be accessed. This will not
delete any filters that you have saved to disk; those will still be there for you
to restore if you wish.

The Print Menu
From the main list of project statements or while in the project statement edit
screen, the print menu [Ah P] allows you to print the foUowing reports:
List of Project Statements
Project Statement
Funded Programming Sheet 1
Unfunded Programming Sheet 2
Funded Table
Unfunded Table
20 different summary reports
All commands in this menu have submenus. After you select a report to print, a
submenu allows you to print the highlighted project, all projects, or tagged
projects. Then, for all commands, another submenu appears aUowing you to
select the destination for the output: the screen, a file of your choice, or a printer.
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It is recommended that you print to the screen first, and if you are satisfied with
the output, select [Ah P] for the Print menu and [S] for Screen display to send the
output on to a file or a printer.
The following are available from the project and funding screens:
List of Projects. Prints a summary list of projects. The report includes
project priority, number, title, subtitle, funded and unfunded totals, initial
proposal date, and the date the project was last updated. A dialog box opens
allowing you to select many different sorting options and whether you want
sub totals and grand totals of the sorted data funded and unfunded amounts.
See the section "Project List Output Selections" on page 21 for more
information.
Project statement. Prints the detailed project statement which includes all the
data available for each designated project.
Funded Programming sheet 1. Prints funded programming sheet 1 to the
screen, a file, or the printer. A dialog box opens allowing you to select many
different options, including resource type, year, and whether to combine
projects into a single table or spread them over many tables. See
"Programming Sheet Output Selections" on page 23 for more information.
Unfunded Progimnming sheet 2. Prints unfunded programming sheet 2 to
the screen, a file, or the printer. A dialog box opens allowing you to select
many different options, including resource type, year, and whether to combine
projects into a single table or spread them over many tables. See
"Programming Sheet Output Selections" on page 23 for more information.
Funded Table. Prints funded project information by activity and resource
type. See "Table Output Selections" on page 24 for-more information.
Unfunded Table. Prints unfunded project budget information by activity,
resource type, and funding type. See "Table Output Selections" on page 24
for more information.
Summary reports. Prints a wide variety of summary reports, including
funded and unfunded, sorted by various fields, and showing funding amount
sums or project counts based on selected sorting options.
The following print menu items are only available from within the Annual
Accomplishments Program:
List of Annual Accomplishments. Prepares a summary list of projects with
annual accomplishments. See the documentation for "List of projects" above.
Annual Accomplishments. Prints the detailed project statements which
includes all the data available for each designated project.
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The following print menu item is available only when viewing the personnel tables
from within the Project/funding Program.
Personnel Table. Prints the information contained with one or more
personnel tables. Note that you must enter the "Fiscal year to print" by. This
date should be four characters long (such as 1995) and correspond to the date
entered in the "Fiscal Year" field of the personnel table.
The following print menu item is only available when you have printed a report to
the screen for viewing:
Screen display. This will send the displayed output to a file (ASCII text
format) or printer without having to generate the report all over again. It is
recommended that you generate reports to the screen, check that they are what
you want, and then send them to the printer.

The Calculator Menu
Calculator. Provides a pop-up calculator that you may use as needed.
Simply press the [Esc] key to deactivate this option when you have finished
working with it. The calculator can paste results of its calculations into a data
entry field.

The Setup Menu
The Setup menu [Alt S] lets you set various preferences for the program,
including your printer type, monitor type (color or monochrome), automatic park
code, resource type (natural, cultural, integrated, subsistence), and fiscal year used
for new projects, the number of video lines displayed, whether you want to
reverse black and white, the maximum size and number of lines for any memo text
field, and the number of rows available for funding sources on the budget screen.
Default values are used for new projects or tables and can be edited and changed
within a project statement or personnel table to whatever you want them to be.
Printer type. Allows you to select the type of printer that will be used by
this program. A submenu opens from which you select your printer. If your
printer is not listed, you can choose to manually type in the printer control
codes for condensed and normal print. You can also use the command "Turn
box characters on/off" to translate all graphical characters such as || or ^p
into characters which older printers can print such as | and +.
Submenu commands:
Epson/compatible
HP LaserJet/compatible
IBM/compatible
Not on this list
Qkidata-standard
Toshiba
Turn box characters off
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Monitor type. Allows you to select the type of monitor that is connected to
your computer. If you cannot see theflashingcursor on your monitor, try
using this command to select Mono or Laptop.
Submenu commands:
Color monitor
Mono (2 Colors)
Laptop (Gray Tones)
Default Park Code. Allows you to enter the four letter alpha park code that
you want to be automatically inserted in all new project numbers.
Default Resource Type. Allows you to select the resource code (N, C, I or
S) that you want to be automatically inserted in new project numbers.
Default Fiscal Year. Allows you to enter the year which you want to be
automatically inserted to new personnel tables or project statements.
Video lines. Allows you to designate the number of line to be displayed on
each screen. For example: By selecting 50 lines, you will be able to view at
least twice as many projects on the project list screen, see more memo field
text when viewing the project edit screen, or see more funding years on the
funding screen.
Set Notepad Size. Allows you to increase the maximum size of the text entry
(memo) fields. The default size is (10000 bytes) which should provide plenty
of space. If you get out of memory errors, try setting this value lower. If you
run out of space while editing a memo field, set this value higher.
Set Notepad Lines. Allows you to increase the maximum number of lines of
text permitted in the memo fields. The default size of (500 lines) should
provide plenty of space. The amount of memory used by the text editor is
related to the number of lines allowed, so if you get out of memory errors,
reduce this value. If you need more lines, increase this value.
Set Funding Rows. Allows you to change the number of funding source
lines available on the funding data entry screen. Normally, the default
number of funding lines should be limited to 4 rows, but you are welcome to
input more as necessary. If you set this value lower than the number of rows
actually used for a funding year, this value will be automatically increased to
show all of the rows.

The Help Menu
The Help Menu provides some assistance with the RMP software.
Help Index — shortcut [F1]. Displays a list of the major screens supported
by the RMP software.
About RMP. Displays the version number, ownership, and credits.
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4. Using the Annual Accomplishments
Program

a

The Annual Accomplishments Program is accessed from the opening
shell by using the up or down arrow key to highlight "Annual Accomplishments"
and then pressing the [Enter] key, or by pressing the highlighted letter [A]. A
screen display providing general information pertaining to generating annual
accomplishment projects will immediately appear.

The regeneration process will search through the project/funding file and
automatically copy information from each project that received funding in the
current or most recent year. This is how projects that should have annual
accomplishment reports are loaded into the annual accomplishment file (which is
separate from the project/funding file.) Much of the data required to support
accomplishment reporting is pre-loaded when you generate (or regenerate)
projects. Existing accomplishments data will not be changed, but other fields will
be updated to reflect the existing project.
You may select the "regeneration" process any time during the year by pressing
the [Tab] key to highlight "Regenerate now" and then pressing the [Enter] key. If
you select "No regeneration", the program will open the most recent annual
accomplishment file and you will have access to the records that were previously
generated.
Help Tip:

It is important to note that you should regenerate your annual
accomplishments prior to archiving projects that were completed
within the current year (that you would like to have an annual
accomplishment report for.) See Section 5 of this manual, "Using
the Archive/retrieval Program", on page 47 for more information on
completed projects.

After completing the generation (or no generation) process, the summary list of
projects will appear. This screen is very similar to the one that you see when you
start the Project/funding Program. The year, project number, title, and sub-title
will appear for each project in the accomplishments file.
You should review each project within the most recent year and update the
information by highlighting the project and pressing the [Enter] key. This will
open the screen that enables you to modify annual accomplishment information
(see Figure 13). You are responsible for updating the following three data fields
in each project:
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Figure 13. Annual Accomplishments Input. The software will automatically
load the project number, title, year, codes, budget and FTE information.
1. Percent done up to this year (enter zero of the project is continuous)
2. Description of Accomplishment (update the descriptive text portion)
* Open the text field by pressing [Ctrl Enter] when the cursor is
positioned on the data entry field. Use standard Ward Perfect commands
to enter or edit text. Press [F7] to save and exit.
3. Plans for the Next Cycle (update the descriptive text portion)
* Open the text field by pressing [Ctrl Enter] when the cursor is
positioned on the data entry field. Use standard Word Perfect commands
to enter or edit text. Press [F7] to save and exit.
Use the menu commands described in "Menus and How to Use Them" on page 33
to access and use the File, Edit, Tag, Locate, Print, Calculator, Setup, or Help
menus. For example, press [Ah P] to pull-down the Print Menu to produce reports
(see Figure 14). You will have the option to print reports to the screen, printer,
or a file (which you could then retrieve in Word Perfect.)
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Figure 14. Annual Accomplishments Print Menu.
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5. Using the Archive/retrieval Program

a

The Archive/retrieval Program is accessed from the opening shell by using the up
or down arrow key to highlight "Archive/retrieval" and then pressing the [Enter]
key, or by pressing the highlighted letter [C]. A screen will appear that is identical
in format to the initial screen of the "Projects/funding Program", but is a darker
color. The screen is dark so that it may be not be mistaken for the active RMP
database.
The Archive/retrieval Program maintains projects that have been completed.
Projects are marked as "completed" From within the Project/funding Program by
inserting a [Y] into the field next to the prompt "Is the project completed?" when
editing a project statement. A screen will then appear which explains that
completed projects are moved to the archive database (so you will no longer see
the project within the Project/funding Program screens.) If you would like to
continue, press the [Tab] key to highlight "Yes" and press [Enter]. The system
will then display a dialog box (see Figure 15). Double-check the summary of
"total years project ran" and "total funding for project" for accuracy. If the
summary is accurate, enter the date of project completion and any brief comments
or notes that you wish to attach to the project in the input fields provided. Press
the [Tab] key to highlight OK and press [Enter] to send the project to the archive
file. The software will then take a moment to check the various project codes for
accuracy and then remove it from the Project/funding Program screen.

Archived projects are not available for edit or delete purposes. You should
carefully review a project prior to archiving and ensure that all of the information
is accurate. Only projects that have a funding history may be archived - NEVER
DELETE ACCURATE FUNDING HISTORY OF A PROJECT!
Archived projects may be copied back to the Project/funding Program file and
assigned to a new project number. This may save re-entering project data that is
very similar to another proposed project. To "un-archive" a project, select
"Archive/retrieval" from the opening shell menu, select a project to view by
moving the highlight and the pressing [Enter], and then enter a [N] in the field "Is
the project completed?". A short note will appear describing the unarchiving
process. Select "Yes" if you want to continue. If a project already exists with the
same number, you will be asked to give the unarchiving project a new number.
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Figure 15. Archive completed projects.
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Resource Management Plan (RMP) Software Manual
Special Amendment
(March, 1995)
(This page replaces p.49 in the 1995 RMP Software Manual)

6. Required and Optional Equipment
:::::*:::::::::::*::v::::::::^^

6

The RMP software is designed to run on micro computers.
With the huge variety of systems available, the software may not
run exactly as intended on some configurations. Contact
technical support if you experience any problems.

Equipment Requirements
To use RMP, you must have the following:

Note:

•

A 486 processor (or greater) is strongly recommended!
The software may run slowly on a 3 86 computer and
should not be used on a 286

•

PC-DOS or MS-DOS operating system version 4.1 or later

•

at least 54 0Kb free RAM memory (for executable file
size)

•

a hard-disk drive with at least 5MB free for
installation and sufficient room to enter data
Increasing the amount of memory available for the
"largest executable program size" or upgrading the
computer DOS version may dramatically improve the
processing speed of some 386 computers.
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Appendix A
Project Statement Sheet
Project Statement
Last Update: 11/17/94
Initial Proposal: 1993
Title

ACAD-N-057.000
Priority:
21
Page Num: 0001

: ESTABLISH NATIVE PLANT REVEGETATION PROGRAM

Funding Status:

Funded: 0.00

Servicewide Issues

: N05
N06
Cultural Resource Type:
RMAP Program codes
: V00
V05
Plants)

Unfunded: 120.00

(NON-NAT PLANTS)
(LAND USE PRAC)
(Vegetation Management)
(Reintroduction of Extirpated

10-238 Package Number :

Problem Statement
Construction, repair, trail relocation, and routine maintenance
of park facilities remove vegetation and make these sites subject
to erosion and invasion by exotic plant species. Vegetation in
areas receiving high visitor use in developed zones, including
trails, is trampled causing non-native plant invasion and
resource degradation. Cultural landscapes and developed zones
occasionally require replacement of vegetation which is lost due
to disease, insects, or old age. Native plant materials of local
genetic stock are not commercially available for these
revegetation projects. Contrary to National Park Service
policies and guidelines, nonnative plants are used when
revegetation is required.

Description of Recommended Project or Activity
The preferred solution to this problem is to establish a native
plant revegetation program. Project funding has been secured
through the Challenge Cost Share program for FY 93, yet this is a
basic, ongoing need for the park and should eventually be base
funded. A nursery manager should be hired to track plant
materials and costs, supervise plant salvage operations, and
propagate and care for plants. Infrastructure needs include
administrative assistance, office space, potting shed, a vehicle
to be used in association with the revegetation project and funds
for supplies, materials, and staff training.
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Last Update: 11/17/94
Initial Proposal: 1993
BUDGET AND FTEs:
Source

Priority:
21
Page Num: 0002
FUNDED
Fund Type
Total:

Activity

Budget ($1000s)
0.00

FTEs
0.00

Budget ($1000s)

FTEs

UNFUNDED
Activity

Fund Type

Year 2:

MIT

One-time

35.00

1.00

Year 3:

MIT

One-time

40.00

1.00

Year 4:

MIT

One-time

45.00

1.50

Total:

120.00

3.50

(Optional) Alternative Actions/Solutions and Impacts
(No information provided)

Compliance codes

: EXCL

(CATEGORICAL EXCLUSION)

Explanation: 516 DM APP. 7.4 E (2)
End of data
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Appendix B
Cultural/Natural Resource Issue Codes
CULTURAL RESOURCE ISSUE CODES
CODE

a

DESCRIPTION

ARCHEOLOGICAL RESOURCES
C01
Overview and Assessment
C02
Identification and Evaluation Studies
C03
Site Documentation and Data Management (incl. CSI-A & ASMIS)
C04
Data Recovery
C05
Site Stabilization/Preservation/Protection Treatments
C06
Site Monitoring
C07
Site Protection (law enforcement)
C08
Special Studies
CULTURAL LANDSCAPES
CIO
Cultural Landscape Inventory (CLI)
CI 1
Cultural Landscape Report (CLR)
C12
Inventory and Condition Assessment Program (ICAP)
C13
Emergency Stabilization
C14
Routine and Cyclic Maintenance
C15
Rehabilitation/Restoration/Reconstruaion
C16
Vegetation Survey
C17
Vegetation Management Plan
C18
Integrated Pest Management (IPM)
C19
Special Studies
C20
Cultural Landscape Program Development
ETHNOGRAPHIC RESOURCES
C21
Ethnographic Overview and Assessment
C22
Traditional Use Study
C23
Rapid Ethnographic Assessment Procedures (REAP)
C24
Ethnographic Landscape Study
C25
Cultural Affiliation Study
C26
Ethnohislory
C27
Ethnographic Oral and Life Histories
C28
Ethnographic Resources Inventory (ERI)
C29
Park Ethnographic Program Strategy
C30
Notification and Consultation
C31
Special Studies
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HISTORY/HERITAGE EDUCATION
C35
Historic Resource Study (HRS)
C36
National Register Documentation
C37
Administrative History
C38
Special History Study
C39
Heritage Education
MUSEUM COLLECTIONS
C40
Scope of Collection Statement
C41
Collection Management Plan
C42
Collection Storage Plan
C43
Collection Condition Survey
C44
Historic Furnishings Report
C45
Housekeeping Plan (preventive conservation)
C46
Museum Accountability/Documentation (Cataloging, surveying, processing,
inventorying, appraising, and ANCS)
C47
Museum Storage (Collections)
C48
Conservation Treatment
C49
Museum Environment (Monitor/control, including IPM, in
storage and exhibits)
C50
Security and Fire Protection (Surveys, detection and
suppression systems, and prevention)
STRUCTURES
C51
List of Classified Structures (LCS)
C52
Historic Structure Report (HSR)
C53
Inventory and Condition Assessment Program (ICAP)
C54
Emergency Stabilization
CSS
Routine and Cyclic Maintenance
C56
Rehabilitation/Restoration/Reconstruction
C57
Special Studies
C58
Historic Structure Program Development
INTERDISCIPLINARY PROGRAMS
C60
Cultural Resources Management Bibliography (CRBIB)
C61
Historic Property Leasing and other permitting
C62
Geographical Information System
C63
Historical Base Map
RESOURCE PROTECTION
C70
Environment Impact
C71
Visitor Impact
C72
Protection and Security
C73
Adjacent Land Use
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STAFFING NEEDS
C80
Archeology
C81
Museum Collections
C82
Cultural Landscapes
C83
Cultural Resources Management, General
(Interdisciplinary CRM Position)
C84
Ethnography
C85
Structures
C86
History
C87
Law Enforcement, Protection, Fire, Disaster
TRAINING
C90
Archeology
C91
Archives Management
C92
Ethnography
C93
Cultural Resources Management
C94
Historic Landscape Preservation Maintenance
C95
Interpretation
C96
Law Enforcement, Protection, Fire, Disaster
C97
Museum Management
C98
Section 106 Compliance
C99
Structure Preservation Maintenance
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NATURAL RESOURCE ISSUE CODES
CODE

DESCRIPTION

N00

FISHERIES
Impacts on fish / degradation of fisheries.
(Includes decline of native stocks or damage to habitat.)

N01

NAT ANML OVPOP
Degradation of Park Resources Due to Native Animal Species
Overpopulation.
(Includes such problems as overpopulation of deer or beaver affecting park
ecosystems or of urban grey squirrels affecting esthetics and visitor health,
may involve Integrated Pest Management plans.)

N02

T&E ANIMAL
Impacts on Threatened. Endangered, and Other Sensitive Animals.
(Includes decline of native stocks, such as anadromous fish or protection of
grizzly or data collection on rare wild turkey.)

N03

T&E PLANTS
Impacts on Threatened. Endangered, and Other Sensitive Plants.
(Includes studies to identify the presence of or distribution of these plants,
mitigation of impacts of trampling to alpine meadow plants or protection of
rare cacti from collectors.)

N04

NON-NAT ANIMAL
Degradation of Park Resources Due to Exotic Animals.
(Includes impact of introduced exotic species such as mountain goat in
Olympic or predation of feral dogs and cats on native birds, or use of
Integrated Pest Management plans to control gypsy moth.)

N05

NON-NAT PLANTS
Degradation of Park Resources Due to Exotic Plants.
(Includes control of exotic plants which have displaced native species,
studies of better ways to control them.)
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N06

LAND USE PRAC
Disruption of Native Plant Communities and Accelerated Erosion Due to
Past Land Practices.
(Includes restoration of native plant communities on old developed sites or
agricultural lands, treatment of formerly mined areas to stop slope slumping
or to revegetate.)

N07

NAT FIRE REGM
Disruption of Natural Fire Regimes.
(Includes research on fire history of an area, natural fire regimes,
development of fire management plans for natural areas and implementation
of prescribed burns.)

N08

CULT LANDSCAPE
Loss of Cultural Landscapes.
(Includes development of vegetation management plans for historic zones,
studies of suitability of native plant material for use in urban plantings or
developed zones in rural parks.)

N09

COASTAL DYNAM
Disruption of Natural Coastal Dynamics.
(Includes studies of dredging impacts, plans to protect dunes and their
vegetation from destruction by trampling or ORV use, mitigation of
previous dune damage, studies of impact of sea level rise or current
changes on park resources.)

N10

MINRL/GEOTHERM
Disruption of Park Resources Due to Mineral Extraction & Geothermal
Activities.
(Includes impacts to park resources from mining or energy development
activities carried out within the park under permit or impacts coming from
outside development of mineral or energy sources. Should be used when
there are broad general issues arising from energy or mineral development
which cannot be more effectively described in another single issue category
such as "Degradation of Park Water Quality" or "Air Pollution." Do not
describe problems or activities in more than one issue category, but cross
reference them.)

Nil

WATER QUAL-EXT
Degradation of Park Water Quality Due to External Activities.
(Includes adverse impacts to park water quality resulting from developments
in the watershed outside of park boundaries, such as from industrial
development, landfill leaching, housing development, roads, leaking sewer
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systems, run-off from agricultural fields, timbering, etc. Impacts from
urbanization outside the park boundaries and affecting many resources in
addition to water quality should be described under "Urbanization and
Other Near-Park Development." The issue of effects on thermal springs
from geothermal development should be treated under "Mineral Extraction
and Geothermal Activities.")
N12

WATER FLOW
Alteration of Natural Flow Regimes.
(Includes water level fluctuations in rivers or lakes which are
dam-controlled, or where such control is proposed, alterations in spring
flow or well discharge caused by in-park or external development or
drilling of competing wells. Do not describe alterations in water quality
here.)

N13

WATER RIGHTS
Lack of Secure Water Rights.
(Includes inventory of park water location, flow amounts, levels, etc.
needed to file for water rights and costs of adjudication of these rights.)

N14

AIR POLLUTION
Visibility Impairment and Biological Damage Caused bv Air Pollution
(Includes Wet and Dry Deposition).
(Includes studies of acid deposition and its effects on water, soils, plants,
animals, or other park resources, research on ozone, monitoring of
visibility characteristics, baseline data collection on air pollution, studies of
effects of chemical components of air pollution on park plants or animals.
Where air pollution effects are one of a number of adverse
effects arising from an energy or mineral development activity, they should
be described under that issue)

N15

AIRCRFT OVRFLT
Noise Visual, and Biological Impacts Related to Aircraft Overflights.
(Includes studies of visitor reactions to such noise, measurement of sound
levels, measurement of background noise levels, research on effects on
animals.)

N16

NEAR-PARK DEV
Visual and Biological Impacts of Urbanization and Other Near-Park
Development on Park Resources.
(Includes studies of effect of near-park development on migratory
populations of park animals, visual impacts of near-park development on
park aesthetic qualities and the reactions of visitors to these changes,
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increased impacts on park vegetation from neighbors where boundaries are
not clearly maintained.)
N17

BIODIVERSITY
Loss of Biological Diversity.
(Research on effects of isolation of plants and animals and their ability to
maintain their genetic diversity, studies of impacts of collecting or of
transplanting animals or plants on genetic diversity.)

N18

VIS USE-BCTRY
Visitor Use Impacts on Backcountrv Park Resources.
(Includes illegal specimen collection, vegetation damage from ORV use
(except where such is described under "Disruption of Natural Coastal
Dynamics"), wildlife harassment or poaching, loss of wilderness characteristics due to crowding. Where visitor impacts are felt on threatened or
endangered plants, animals, or caves the impacts should be described under
those issues.)

N19

CONSUMPT USE
Loss of Park Resources Due to Consumptive Practices (Hunting. FishingCommercial Fishing. Grazing").
(Issues of management of legal hunting and fishing such as proper seasons
and limits, plans for management of park migratory wildlife which are
hunted when outside the park, management of commercial fishing, management of permitted grazing, control of trespass grazing or studies of the
effects of these activities. Management of subsistence uses where permitted.)

N20

BASELINE DATA
Lack of Basic Data: Insufficient Understanding of Park Ecosystems and
Threats to Them.
(Includes need for baseline data, on-going monitoring, geographic information systems, etc. where these are needed for park ecosystem or
communities on a broader scale than studies to deal with a limited subject
such as the impact of increasing visitor use on a specific threatened
species.)

N21

CAVE RESOURCES
Loss of Fragile and Irreplaceable Cave Resources.
(Impacts of uncontrolled use on unregulated caves, impacts of visitation and
changes in air flow in developed caves, restoration of previous damage to
developed caves. Study of water quality effects from upstream
development should be treated under water quality.)
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N22

VIS USE-DEV ZN
Overuse/Impacts to Recreation and/or Landscaped Zones.
(Includes aesthetic impacts such as vandalism and graffiti, compaction of
soils due to heavy use of areas such as campgrounds and picnic areas. Tree
and shrub damage from visitors trampling or breaking limbs.)

N23

PALEONTOLOGY
Loss of Paleontologic Resources.
(Includes the loss of fossils from illegal collecting, overuse, or vandalism,
and can include the loss from natural weathering if the park's RMP calls
for actions to mitigate or prevent such loss.)

N24

OTHER
Other Issues.
(Use for other natural resources issues not described above.)

The social science issue codes listed below are currently available only in the Southeast
Region versions of the WASO RMP Software.
501
502
503
504
505
506
507
508

Visitor Problems
Visitor Conflicts
Visitor Impacts
Visitor Use
Visitor Perceptions
Visitor Attitudes
Visitor Economics
Visitor Census

509
510
511
512
513
514
515

Visitor Needs
Visitor Health/Safety
Visitor Communication
Visitor Recreation
Visitor Services
Visitor Changes
Visitor Demand Trends
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Appendix C
Cultural Resource Type Codes

RESOURCE TYPE

COPE

Archeological Site

SITE

Structure

STRC

Object

OBJC

Cultural Landscape

CULL

Ethnographic Resource

ETHN

Combination

COMB
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Appendix D
Compliance Codes

CODE

0

DESCRIPTION OF ACTIVITY

EXCL

Categorical Exclusion (cite the exclusion reference)

EA

Environmental Assessment

EIS

Environmental Impact Statement

DOC

Covered by compliance from another document (cite the document title
and date)

ESA

Section 7 consultation under the Endangered Species Act

NHPA

Section 106 compliance of the National Historic Preservation Act

HSPG

Addressed in a Historic Structure Preservation Guide

ARPA

Compliance with the Archeological Resources Protection Act

OTHER Other compliance (cite the type and authority of the compliance)
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Appendix E
Categorical Exclusions

a

The following actions ate categorical exclusions (CX) pursuant to 516 DM
2.3A(2). However, an environmental assessment, at a minimum, would be prepared for
individual actions, if the exceptions listed in 516 DM 2, App. 2, 2.1-2.10 apply. These
exceptions are listed at the end of this appendix.

516 DM2 Appendix 1.

DEPARTMENT OF INTERIOR
GENERAL CATEGORICAL EXCLUSIONS

516 DM2 App. 1.1

Personnel actions and investigations and personnel services
contracts.

516 DM2 App. 1.2

Internal organizational changes and facility and office reductions
and closings.

516 DM2 App. 1.3

Routine financial transactions, including such things as salaries
and expenses, procurement contracts, guarantees, financial
assistance, income transfers, audits, fees bonds and royalties.

516 DM2 App. 1.4

Law enforcement and legal transactions, including such things as
arrests, investigations, patents, claims, legal opinions, and
judicial activities including their initiation, processing,
settlement, appeal or compliance.

516 DM2 App. 1.5

Regulatory and enforcement actions, including inspections,
assessments, administrative hearings and decisions; when the
regulations themselves of the instruments of regulations (leases,
permits, licenses, etc.) have previously been covered by the
NEPA process or are exempt from it.

516 DM2 App. 1.6

Non-destructive data collection, inventory (including field, aerial
and satellite surveying and mapping), study, research and
monitoring activities.

516 DM2 App. 1.7

Routine and continuing government business, including such
things as supervision, administration, operations, maintenance
and replacement activities having limited context and intensity;
e.g. limited size and magnitude or short-term effects.

516 DM2 App. 1.8

Management formulation, allocation, transfer and reprogramming
of the Department's budget at all levels. (This does not exclude
the preparation of environmental documents for proposals
included in the budget when otherwise required.)
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S16 DM2 App. 1.9

Legislative proposals of an administrative or technical nature,
including such things as changes in authorizations for
appropriations, and minor boundary changes and land
transactions; or having primarily economic, social, individual or
institutional effects; and comments and reports on referrals of
legislative proposals.

516 DM2 App. 1.10

Policies, directives, regulations and guidelines of an
administrative, financial, legal, technical or procedural nature; or
the environmental effects of which are too broad, speculative or
conjectural to lend themselves to meaningful analysis and will be
subject later to the NEPA process, either collectively or case-bycase.

516 DM2 App. 1.11

Activities which are educational, informational, advisory or
consultative to other agencies, public and private entities,
visitors, individuals or the general public.

In addition to the actions listed in the Departmental categorical
exclusions in Appendix 1 of 516 DM 2, many of which the
Service also performs, the following NPS actions are designated
categorical exclusions unless the action qualifies as an exception
under Appendix 2 to 516 DM 2, 2.1-2.10;
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NATIONAL PARK SERVICE
CATEGORICAL EXCLUSIONS
516 DM6 App. 7.4

ACTIONS RELATED TO GENERAL ADMINISTRATION

516 DM6 App. 7.4 A(l)

Changes or amendments to an approved action when such
changes would cause no or only minimal environmental impact.

516 DM6 App. 7.4 A(2)

Land and boundary changes

516 DM6 App. 7.4 A(3)

Minor boundary changes

516 DM6 App. 7.4 A(4)

Reissuance/renewal of permits, rights-of-way or easements not
involving new environmental impacts.
Conversion of existing permits to rights-of-way when such
conversions do not continue or initiate unsatisfactory
environmental conditions.

516 DM6 App. 7.4 A(5)

516 DM6 App. 7.4 A(6)

Issuance extensions, renewals, reissuance or minor modifications
of concession contracts or permits not entailing new
construction.

516 DM6 App. 7.4 A(7)

Commercial use licenses involving no construction.

516 DM6 App. 7.4 A(8)

Leasing of historic properties in accordance with 36 CFR Part 18
and NPS-38.

516 DM6 App. 7.4 A(9)

Preparation and issuance of publications.

516 DM6 App. 7.4 A(10) Modifications or revisions to existing regulations, or the
promulgation of new regulations for NPS-administered areas,
provided the modifications, revisions or new regulations do not:
(a) Increase public use to the extent of compromising the nature
and character of the area or causing physical damage to it;
(b) Introduce noncompatible uses which might compromise the
nature and characteristics of the area, or cause physical damage
to it;
(c) Conflict with adjacent ownerships or land uses; or
(d) Cause a nuisance to adjacent owners or occupants.
516 DM6 App. 7.4 A(ll) At the direction of the NPS responsible official, actions where
NPS has concurrence or coapproval with another bureau and the
action is a categorical exclusion for that bureau.
516 DM6 App. 7.4 B

PLANS, STUDIES AND REPORTS
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516 DM6 App. 7.4 B(l)

Changes or amendments to an approved plan, when such changes
would cause no or only minimal environmental impact.

516 DM6 App. 7.4 B(2)

Cultural resources maintenance guides, collection management
plans and historic furnishings reports.

516 DM6 App. 7.4 B(3)

Interpretive plans (interpretive prospectuses, audio-visual plans,
museum exhibit plans, wayside exhibit plans).

516 DM6 App. 7.4 B(4)

Plans, including priorities, justifications and strategies, for nonmanipulative research, monitoring, inventorying and information
gathering.

516 DM6 App. 7.4 B(5)

Statements for management, outlines of planning requirements
and task directives for plans and studies.

516 DM6 App. 7.4 B(6)

Technical assistance to other Federal, State and local agencies or
the general public.

516 DM6 App. 7.4 B(7)

Routine reports required by law or regulation.

516 DM6 App. 7.4 B(8)

Authorization, funding or approval for the preparation of
Statewide Comprehensive Outdoor Recreation Plans.
Adoption or approval of surveys, studies, reports, plans and
similar documents which will result in recommendations or
proposed actions which would cause no or only minimal
environmental impact.

516 DM6 App. 7.4 B(9)

516 DM6 App. 7.4 B(10) Preparation of internal reports, plans, studies and other
documents containing recommendations for action which NPS
develops preliminary to the process of preparing a specific
Service proposal or set of alternatives for decision.
516 DM6 App. 7.4 B(ll) Land protection plans which propose no significant change to
existing land or visitor use.
516 DM6 App. 7.4 B(12) Documents which interpret existing mineral management
regulations and policies, and do not recommend action.
516 DM6 App. 7.4 C

ACTIONS RELATED TO DEVELOPMENT

516 DM6 App. 7.4 C(l)

Land acquisition within established park boundaries.

516 DM6 App. 7.4 C(2)

Land exchanges which will not lead to significant changes in the
use of land.
Routine maintenance and repairs to non-historic structures,
facilities, utilities, grounds and trails.

516 DM6 App. 7.4 C(3)
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516 DM6 App. 7.4 C(4)

Routine maintenance and repairs to cultural resource sites,
structures, utilities and grounds under an approved Historic
Structures Preservation Guide or Cyclic Maintenance Guide; or
if the action would not adversely affect the cultural resource.

516 DM6 App. 7.4 C(5)

Installation of signs, displays, kiosks, etc.

516 DM6 App. 7.4 C(6)

Installation on navigation aids.

516 DM6 App. 7.4 C(7)

Establishment of mass transit systems not involving construction,
experimental testing of mass transit systems, and changes in
operation of existing systems (e.g., routes and schedule
changes).

516 DM6 App. 7.4 C(8)

Replacement in kind of minor structures and facilities with little
or no change in location, capacity or appearance.

516 DM6 App. 7.4 C(9)

Repair, resurfacing, striping, installation of traffic control
devices, repair/replacement of guardrails, etc., on existing roads.

516 DM6 App. 7.4 C(10) Sanitary facilities operation.

516 DM6 App. 7.4 C(ll) Installation of wells, comfort stations and pit toilets in areas of
existing use and undeveloped areas.
516 DM6 App. 7.4 C(12) Minor trail relocation, development of compatible trail networks
on logging roads or other established routes, and trail
maintenance and repair.
516 DM6 App. 7.4 C(13) Upgrading or adding new overhead utility facilities to existing
poles, or replacement poles which do not change existing pole
line configurations.
516 DM6 App. 7.4 C(14) Issuance of rights-of-way for overhead utility lines to an
individual building or well from an existing line where
installation will not result in significant visual intrusion and will
involve no clearance of vegetation other than for placement of
poles.
516 DM6 App. 7.4 C(15) Issuance of rights-of-way for minor overhead utility lines not
involving placement of poles or tower and not involving
vegetation management of significant visual intrusion in an NPSadministered area.
516 DM6 App. 7.4 C(16) Installation of underground utilities in previously disturbed areas
having stable soils, or in an existing utility right-of-way.
516 DM6 App. 7.4 C(17) Construction of minor structures, including small improved
parking lots, in previously disturbed or developed areas.
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516 DM6 App. 7.4 C(18) Construction or rehabilitation in previously disturbed or
developed areas, required to meet health or safety regulations, or
to meet requirements for making facilities accessible to the
handicapped.
516 DM6 App. 7.4 C(19) Landscaping and landscape maintenance in previously disturbed
or developed areas.
516 DM6 App. 7.4 C(20) Construction of fencing enclosures or boundary fencing posing
no effect on wildlife migrations.
516 DM6 App. 7.4 D

ACTIONS RELATED TO VISITOR USE

516 DM6 App. 7.4 D(l)
516 DM6 App. 7.4 D(2)

Carrying capacity analyses.
Minor changes in amounts or types of visitor use for the purpose
of ensuring visitor safety or resource protection in accordance
with existing regulations.

516 DM6 App. 7.4 D(3)

Changes in interpretive and environmental education programs.

516 DM6 App. 7.4 D(4)

Minor changes in programs and regulations pertaining to visitor
activities.

516 DM6 App. 7.4 D(5)

Issuance of permits for demonstrations, gatherings ceremonies,
concerts, arts and crafts shows, etc., entailing only short-term or
readily mitigable environmental disturbance.

516 DM6 App. 7.4 D(6)

Designation of trailside camping zones with no or minimal
improvements.

516 DM6 App. 7.4 E

ACTIONS RELATED TO RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
AND PROTECTION

516 DM6 App. 7.4 E(l)

Archeological surveys and permits, involving only surface
collection or small-scale test excavations.

516 DM6 App. 7.4 E(2)

Day-to-day resource management and research activities.

516 DM6 App. 7.4 E(3)

Designation of environmental study areas and research natural
areas.

516 DM6 App. 7.4 E(4)

Stabilization by planting native plant species in disturbed areas.

516 DM6 App. 7.4 E(5)

Issuance of individual hunting and/or fishing licenses in
accordance with State and Federal regulations.
Restoration of noncontroversial native species into suitable
habitats within there historic range, and elimination of exotic
species.

516 DM6 App. 7.4 E(6)
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516 DM6 App. 7.4 E(7)

Removal of parte resident individuals of nonthreatened/endangered species which pose a danger to visitors,
threaten park resources or become a nuisance in areas
surrounding a park, when such removal is included in an
approved resource management plan.

516 DM6 App. 7.4 E(8)

Removal of non-historic materials and structures in order to
restore natural conditions.

516 DM6 App. 7.4 E(9)

Development of standards for, and identification, nomination,
certification and determination of eligibility of properties for
listing in the National Register of Historic Places and the
National Historic Landmark and National Natural Landmark
Programs.

516 DM6 App. 7.4 F

ACTIONS RELATED TO GRANT PROGRAMS

516 DM6 App. 7.4 F(l)

Proposed actions essentially the same as those listed in
paragraphs A-E above.

516 DM6 App. 7.4 F(2)

Grants for acquisition of areas which will continue in the same
or lower density use with no additional disturbance to the natural
setting.

516 DM6 App. 7.4 F(3)

Grants for replacement or renovation of facilities at their same
location without altering the kind and amount of recreational,
historical or cultural resources of the area; or the integrity of the
existing setting.

516 DM6 App. 7.4 F(4)

Grants for construction of facilities on lands acquired under a
previous NPS or other Federal grant provided that the
development is in accord with plans submitted with the
acquisition grant.

516 DM6 App. 7.4 F(5)

Grants for the construction of new facilities within an existing
park or recreation area, provided that the facilities will not:
(a) Conflict with adjacent ownerships or land use, or cause a
nuisance to adjacent ownerships or occupants; e.g., extend use
beyond daylight hours;
(b) Introduce motorized recreation vehicles;
(c) Introduce active recreation pursuits into a passive recreation
area;
(d) Increase public use or introduce noncompatible uses to the
extent of compromising the nature and character of the property
or causing physical damage to it; or
(e) Add or alter access to the park from the surrounding area.
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516 DM6 App. 7.4 F(6)

Grants for the restoration, rehabilitation, stabilization,
preservation and reconstruction (or the authorization thereof) of
properties listed on or eligible for listing on the National
Register of Historic Places, at their same location and provided
that such actions:
(a) Will not alter the integrity of the property or its setting;
(b) Will not increase public use of the area to the extent of
compromising the nature and character of the property.
(c) Will not cause a nuisance to adjacent property owners or
occupants.
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EXCEPTIONS TO CATEGORICAL EXCLUSIONS

NOTE: The following are exceptions to categorical exclusions (which can be confusing).
After finding a categorical exclusion above, one must review the below listed exceptions. If
the project meets one of these exceptions then a categorical exclusion cannot be used and, at
a minimum, an environmental assessment would be required.
Example: If you were constructing a minor structure in a developed area (see categorical
exclusion App. 7.4 C(17) above) and the project had adverse effects on cultural resources
(see exception App. 2, 2.2 below), then the project cannot be categorically excluded and
further compliance documentation would be required.
516 DM2 App. 2, 2.1

Have significant adverse effects on public health or safety.

516 DM2 App. 2, 2.2

Have adverse effects on such unique geographic characteristics
as historic or cultural resources, park, recreation or refuge lands,
wilderness areas, wild or scenic rivers, sole or principal drinking
water aquifers, prime farmlands, wetlands, floodplains, or
ecologically significant or critical areas, including those listed on
the Department's National Register of Natural Landmarks.

516 DM2 App. 2, 2.3

Have high controversial environmental effects.

516 DM2 App. 2, 2.4

Have highly uncertain and potentially significant environmental
effects or involve unique or unknown environmental risks.

516 DM2 App. 2, 2.5

Establish a precedent for future action or represent a decision in
principle about future actions with potentially significant
environmental effects.

516 DM2 App. 2, 2.6

Be directly related to other actions with individually insignificant
but cumulatively significant environmental effects.

516 DM2 App. 2, 2.7

Have adverse effects on properties listed or eligible for listing on
the National Register of Historic Places.

516 DM2 App. 2, 2.8

Have adverse effects on species listed or proposed to be listed on
the List of Endangered or Threatened Species, or have adverse
effects on designated Critical Habitat for these species.

516 DM2 App. 2, 2.9

Require compliance with executive Order 11988 (Floodplain
Management), Executive Order 11990 (Protection of Wetlands),
or the Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act.

516 DM2 App. 2, 2.10

Threaten to violate a Federal, State, local or tribal law or
requirement imposed for the
protection of the environment.
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Appendix F
Funding Source Codes
Funding Source

Code

Nneaonic

Recurring (Permanent) Operating Base-Nat. Resources
Recurring (Permanent) Operating Base-Cult. Resources
Recurring (Permanent) Operating Base-Other
Non-recurring (Temporary) Operating Funds-Nat. Resources
Non-recurring (Temporary) Operating Funds-Cult. Resources
Non-recurring (Temporary) Operating Funds-Other
Fee Revenues
Special Accounts (Historic Leasing, Agriculture)

PNR1
PCR1
POF1
PNR2
PCR2
POF2
PFEE
PSPA

PKBASE-NR
PKBASE-CR
PKBASE-OT
TEHPS-NR
TEHPS-CR
TEHPS-OTH
FEE-REV
SPECIAL-*

RNSR
RNRM
RCCM
RMCM
RMRR
RVIP
ROTH

RG-NS-RES
RG-RH-NAT
RG-CR-MTN
RG-REG-MT
REP-REHAB
VOL-IN-PK
REG-OTHER

SNRP
SNWR
SNAQ
SNAP
SNIM
SNGC
SNGS
SNEM
SFIR
SIDC
SCRP
SDEV
SDLS
SOTH

NRPP
WATER-RES
AIR-QUAL
ACID-PREC
NR-IiH
CLI-CHGE
GIS
ENER-HIN
FIRE-*
FR-INSECT
CRPP
CONSTRUCT
LUMPS-CON
SVC-OTHER

NFED
NSTA
NUNV
NPRF
NDON
NVOL
NOTH

FED-OTHER
ST-LOCAL
UNIV-COLL
NON-PROFI
S-DONATE
VOL-INDEP
NON-NPS-0

PARK

REGION
Natural Science Research
Natural Resource Management
Cultural Resource Cyclic Maintenance
Regular Cyclic Maintenance
Repair-Rehabilitation
Volunteer-In-Parks (VIP)
Other
SERVICEUIDE
Natural Resource Preservation Program (NRPP)
Water Resources
Air Quality
Acid Precipitation
Natural Resources Inventory and Monitoring
Global Climate Change
Geographic Information System
Energy, Mining and Minerals
Fire Accounts
Forest Insect and Disease Control
Cultural Resource Preservation Program (CRPP)
Construction (Development) Program
Emergency and Unscheduled Project (Lump Sum Construction)
Other
NON-NPS
Other Federal
State or Local Government Agency
University or College
Non-Profit Institution (Cooperating Associations, etc.)
Financial Donations
Volunteer Labor and Independent Studies
Other
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Appendix G
Activity Codes

G

ACTIVITY DEFINITIONS
RES = Research/Documentation
Natural Resources: Research is investigation aimed at the discovery and
interpretation of facts, the revision of accepted theories in light of new facts,
or the development of practical applications of such new revised theories.
Cultural Resources: The systematic acquisition, compilation, storage,
analysis, synthesis, reporting, and publication of information required for the
preservation, conservation, interpretation, and management of archeological
and historic sites, historic and prehistoric structures, cultural and natural
history museum objects, and ethnographic resources.
MTT = Mitigation/Treatment
Natural Resources: Mitigation is the maintenance of the existing form and
integrity of natural systems or system components, consistent with park
management objectives, in the face of harm or potential harm from human
activities within or outside the park. Mitigation is also the conversion of a
resource, altered by human activity, to a more functional or natural state
consistent with management objectives. As such, mitigation encompasses
preservation andrestorationactivities.
Cultural Resources: The preservation, stabilization, maintenance,
conservation,rehabilitation,restoration,andreconstructionof archeological
and historic sites, historic and prehistoric structures, ethnographic resources,
cultural and natural history museum objects, and other cultural resources.
MON = Monitoring
Natural Resources: Monitoring is the systematic collection and analysis of
resource data at regular intervals, in perpetuity, to predict or detect natural
and human-induced changes, and to provide the basis for appropriate
management response. Inventory is the process of acquiring, managing, and
analyzing information on park resources, including but not limited to the
presence, distribution, and condition of plants, animals, soils, water, air,
natural features, biotic communities, and natural processes.
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Cultural Resources: The systematic andrepetitivecollection, analysis,
synthesis, and reporting of data on factors that may affect the long-term
preservation, conservation, and public use of archeological and historic sites,
historic and prehistoric structures, ethnographic resources, cultural and natural
history museum objects, and other cultural resources.
PRO = Protection
Natural Resources: Protection is the prevention of overuse, vandalism, or
destruction of natural resources by man-made causes and the enforcement of
laws and regulations affecting natural resource management. Protection
includes ranger patrols required to protect park natural resources, special
permitting, and enforcement of regulations and/or laws pertaining to fish and
wildlife species, endangered species, agriculture, grazing, minerals
management, air and water quality, etc.
Cultural Resources; The application of measures to guard cultural resources
from deterioration, loss, attack, or other impairment.
INT = Interpretation
Natural and Cultural Resources: Communicating to park visitors the nature
and significance of park resources and processes not only increases the
visitor's enjoyment of the park and its resources, but also encourages public
involvement in the protection of the resources.
ADM = Program Administration/Training
Natural and Cultural Resources: The administration of park resource
management programs involves planning, priority setting, allocation of
funding and staffing resources, contracting, training, and other activities
which help support the substantive resource management activities described
above.
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Appendix H
RMAP Program Codes

(1

NATURAL RESOURCES PROGRAM CODES
A00:
A01:
A02:
A03:
A04:

Air Resources Management
Air Quality Management
Air Quality Monitoring
Meteorological Monitoring
Aircraft Overflights Management

COO:
C01:
C02:
C03:

Collections and Data Management
Natural Resource Collections Management
Natural Resource Library Collections Management
GIS/Data Management

DOO:

Disturbed Area Rehabilitation

E00:

Environmental Planning and Compliance

FOO:
F01:
F02:
F03:

Prescribed Fire Management
Prescribed Bum Operations
Prescribed Bum Long-Term Effects Monitoring
Wildfire Level Long-Term Effects Monitoring

GOO:
GOT:
G02:
G03:
G04:
G05:

Geologic Resources Management
Cave Management
Mining and Minerals Management
Geothermal Resources Management
Volcanic Resources Management
Shoreline Management

HOO:
HOI:
H02:
H03:

Pest and Hazard Management
Integrated Pest Management
Hazardous Waste Management
Tree Hazard Management

100:

Interp. of Natural Resource Issues

MOO:

Fence Maintenance
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N00:
N01:
N03:
N04:
N05:
N06:
N07:
N08:
N09:
N10:
Nil:

Resource and Visitor Use Management
Control of Poaching and Theft of Natural N02:
Backcountry and River Patrol
Frontcountry Trail Patrol
Open Water Boat Patrol
Backcountry/Wilderness Permitting
Rock Climbing Management
Alpine Climbing Management
Fishing Enforcement
Hunting and Trapping Enforcement
Trespass Grazing Enforcement
Rights-of-Way and Easement Management

POO:

Paleontological Resources Management

QOO:
Q01:
Q02:

Water Resources Management
Water Resources Management
Water Rights Management

R00:

Social Science Research

S00:

Science Consultation and Oversight

VOO:
V01:

Vegetation Management
Native Terrestrial Plant Management and V02:
Native Aquatic Plant Management and Monitoring
Threatened & Endangered Plant Management
Exotic Plant Management
Reintroduction of Extirpated Plants
Subsistence Use Management - Plants
Agricultural Use Management

V03:
V04:
V05:
V06:
V07:
WOO:
W01:
W03:
W04:
W05:
W06:
W07:
W08:
W09:
W10:

WUdlife Management
Native Terrestrial Animal Management & W02:
Native Aquatic Animal Management & Monitoring
Threatened & Endangered Animal Management
Reintroduction of Extirpated Animals
Exotic Animal Management
Native Animal Species Population Management
Bear Management
Fisheries Management
Hunted and Trapped Species Management
Subsistence Use Management - Animals

ZOO:

Grazing Management
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Resource Management Plan (RMP) Software Manual
Special Amendment
(March, 1995)
Please insert the following twelve pages as an addition to
Appendix H (just after page 80) of the RMP Software
Manual,

Version

2.10

1995

R-MAP Program Descriptions (Natural Resources)
A00

AIR RESOURCES MANAGEMENT:
The Air Resources Management Program consists of Air Quality
Management, Air Quality Monitoring, Meteorological Monitoring,
and Aircraft Overflight Management.

A01

Air
Quality Management
(Biological
Effects, Planning,
Regulatory, and Interpretation Activities):
This programs allocates staff to participate in air quality
planning and regulatory arenas, to work with interpretive and
public affairs staffs in informing visitors and the general
public about park air quality issues, and to work with native
species management personnel in identifying biological effects
research
needs
and
in
conducting
biological
effects
monitoring.
Refer to the Natural Resources Management
Guideline (NPS-77), Chapter 2, pages 178 - 199, for further
program guidance.

A02

Air Quality Monitoring:
The Air Quality Monitoring Program includes operation of ozone
monitors and other air quality monitors.
Ozone, sulfur
dioxide, particulate, carbon monoxide, wet deposition, and
visibility are monitored under this program.
Refer to the
Natural Resources Management Guideline (NPS-77), Chapter 2,
pages 178 - 199, for further program guidance.

A03

Meteorological Monitoring:
The Meteorological Monitoring Program includes weather and
snow monitoring.

A04

Aircraft Overflight Management:
The Aircraft Overflight Management Program includes monitoring
the effects of commercial air tour company and military
aircraft overflights on the natural resources.
These
overflights are a particular concern in wilderness.

COO

COLLECTIONS AND DATA MANAGEMENT:
The Collections and Data Management Program consists of
Natural History Resource Collections Cataloguing, Curation,
and Care; Natural Resource Library Collections Cataloguing,
Curation and Care; and GIS/Data Management
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COl

Natural Resource Collections Management:
Natural resource specimens preserved and maintained in park
museum collections play an important role in the NPS mission
to preserve and protect the natural resources within each
park.
Natural resource collections include biological
specimens, geological specimens, paleontological specimens,
and environmental samples (samples collected to study and
document the influence of human activities upon the biosphere,
particularly the presence and effect of toxic compounds.
Curation of the existing collections, for cataloguing new
specimens, and for cataloguing any backlog of specimens is a
large part of the program. Refer to the Natural Resources
Management Guideline (NPS-77), Chapter 5, pages 51 - 61, for
further information.

C02

Natural Resource Library Collections Management:
This programs allocates staff for managing natural resource
and research library collections. Activities involved include
cataloging documents, providing reference support to users,
and obtaining access to outside reference materials through
on-line computer hook up.

C03

GIS/Data Management:
The program allocates staff for acquiring, converting, and
archiving data; and the assembling, integrating, and
synthesizing of information.
Natural resource activities
involve both data management and information management.
Information management includes the tools of geographic
information systems (GIS), data base management systems, text,
spread sheet analysis, graphics, and computer aided drafting
and design, among others. Data are the domain of the subjectarea specialists who gather, assemble, and integrate data and
information within their respective areas.
Information
managers, planners, and resource managers integrate and
synthesize information among different areas of specialty.
Refer to the Natural Resources Management Guideline (NPS-77),
Chapter 5, pages 27 - 31, and the Inventory and Monitoring
Guideline (NPS-75), pages 22 - 24.

D00

DISTURBED AREA REHABILITATION:
The Disturbed Area Rehabilitation Program consists of
Restoring, Rehabilitating, and/or Revegetating Abandoned
Roads; Rehabilitating Backcountry Campsites, Trails, and/or
River Corridors Commonly Used by Boaters; and Rehabilitation
of Other Disturbed Areas (e.g. campgrounds, picnic areas, ORVimpacted areas and abandoned landfills, mines, and borrow
pits).

E00

ENVIRONMENTAL PLANNING AND COMPLIANCE:
The Environmental Planning and Compliance Program consists of
Planning and Review Efforts Generated by Outside Entities,
Internal Park Planning Efforts, and Environmental Compliance.
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FOO

PRESCRIBED FIRE MANAGEMENT:
The Prescribed Fire Management Program consists Prescribed
Burning Operations, Prescribed Burn Long-Terra Effects
Monitoring, and Wildlife Fire Effects Monitoring.

F01

Prescribed Burn Operations:
Prescribed burn operations is done primarily to maintain
natural systems, threatened & endangered species, cultural
landscapes, and vistas.
Refer to the Fire Management
Guidelines (NPS-18) and the Natural Resources Management
Guideline (NPS-77), Chapter 2, pages 212 - 215, for further
information.

F02

Prescribed Burn Long-Term Effects:
This program is concerned with monitoring the long-term
effects of prescribed burns on natural systems, threatened &
endangered species, cultural landscapes, and vistas. Refer to
the Fire Management Guidelines (NPS-18) and the Natural
Resources Management Guideline (NPS-77), Chapter 2, pages 212
- 215, for further information.

F03

Wildfire Long-Term Effects Monitoring:
This program is concerned with the monitoring of the effects
of wildfires on natural systems, threatened & endangered
species, and cultural landscapes.
Refer to the Fire
Management Guideline (NPS-18) and the Natural Resources
Management Guideline (NPS-77), Chapter 2, pages 212 - 215, for
further information.

GOO

GEOLOGICAL RESOURCES MANAGEMENT:
The Geological Resources Management Program consists of Cave
Management (Developed and Undeveloped), Mining and Minerals
Management, Geothermal Resources Management, Volcanic
Resources Management, and Shoreline Management.

GOl

Cave Management:
The Cave Management Program includes mapping developed and
undeveloped caves, inventorying and monitoring the resources
within them, and developing and implementing management plans
for them. Plan implementation includes managing access to the
caves and mitigating the impacts of visitors on cave
resources.
Refer to the Natural Resources Management
Guideline (NPS-77), Chapter 2, pages 135 - 153, for further
program guidance.

G02

Mining and Minerals Management:
Mining inside parks encompasses oil, gas, coal, gold, talc,
sand, and gravel, and other inorganic substances.
This
program allocates staff for managing and monitoring existing
mining claims, nonfederal oil and gas operations, operations
on mining claims, and other nonfederal mineral operations. It
also includes abandoned mines. Refer to the Natural Resources
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Management Guideline (NPS-77), Chapter 3, pages 47 - 57, for
further program guidance.
G03

Geothermal Resources Management:
The objective of geothermal resources management is to protect
park geothermal resources from impacts of outside activities
such as drilling and development of geothermal fields.
Protection and monitoring are the key elements in managing
geothermal resources. Geothermal resources include geysers,
hot springs, hot pools, and fumaroles. Refer to the Natural
Resources Management Guideline (NPS-77), Chapter 2, pages 118
- 119, for further program guidance.

G04

Volcanic Resources Management:
Volcanic Resources Management includes the study and
monitoring of the processes of volcanism.
Refer to the
Natural Resources Management Guideline (NPS-77), Chapter 2,
pages 119 - 120, for further information.

G05

Shoreline Management:
Coastal and shoreline management consists of the migration of
barrier islands, sand bars and dunes, the erosion of beaches
and shorelines, and the creation and destruction of lagoons
and inlets.
Homes, businesses, the shipping industry,
tourism, boating, fishing and other coastal activities are all
greatly affected by how shorelines are managed. Refer to the
Natural Resources Management Guideline (NPS-77), Chapter 2,
page 118, for further program guidance.

H00

PEST AND HAZARD MANAGEMENT:
The Pest and Hazard Management Program includes Integrated
Pest Management, Hazardous Waste Management and Tree Hazard
Management.

HOI

Integrated Pest Management:
Integrated Pest Management allocates staff to administer,
implement, and monitor integrated pest management (IPM)
activities.
The Integrated Pest Management Program (IPM)
process involves research and planning that will enhance the
Service's ability to protect the resources within parks in an
effective and ecologically sound manner. The IPM process is
designed to ensure that the most environmentally sound
approach to pest management is the one selected for treatment
Refer to the Natural Resources Management Guideline (NPS-77),
Chapter 2, pages 217 - 259, for further program guidance.
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H02

Hazardous Waste Management:
Hazardous
waste
regulations
affect
solvents, paints,
degreasers, pesticides or other chemicals, underground storage
tanks, on-site waste dumps, hazardous material storage, mine
waste and tailings, and agriculturally worked lands. These
sites must be managed and monitored. Refer to the Natural
Resources Management Guideline (NPS-77), Chapter 2, pages 303
- 327, for further information.

H03

Tree Hazard Management:
The Tree Hazard Management Program allocates staff to the task
of mitigating tree hazards in park developed areas. This
allocation includes the surveillance, examination, and
mitigation.
Surveillance is the survey of assigned park
acreage. Examination entails a thorough, systematic, specimen
by specimen evaluation of hazards identified as a result of
surveillance. It also includes trees examined for timber sale
contracts. This includes cruising, scaling, and timber sale
contract administration. Mitigation is the removal or limbing
of the tree hazard. It also includes closing a facility or
removing it. Refer to the Natural Resources Management Program
Guideline, Chapter 2, pages 349 - 381 for further program
guidance.

100

INTERPRETATION OF NATURAL RESOURCES ISSUES:
Natural Resource Interpretation communicates the significance
and value of the resource and natural resources and processes
to the diverse audience comprising "the public". In this way,
it enlists the public's understanding, appreciation, and
protection of the natural resource, making it a key natural
resource management partner.

MOO

FENCE MAINTENANCE:
Fence Maintenance is necessary to maintain fencing whose
primary purpose is to protect park natural resources from
feral pigs/goats and other animals and to confine or control
the movement and distribution of livestock.
Fences may be
continuous and completely enclose a pasture or rangeland or
may be short sections to prevent livestock from using certain
steep banks, ravines, or wet areas. Short fence sections can
be used to change the direction and pattern of use (trails) of
livestock and force them to travel at right angles to the
control structure (drift fences).

N00

RESOURCE AND VISITOR USE MANAGEMENT:
The Resource Protection Program consists of the Control of
Poaching and Theft of Natural Resources, Backcountry and River
Patrol, Frontcountry Trail Patrol, Open Water Boat Patrol,
Backcountry/ wilderness Permitting, Rock Climbing Management,
Alpine Climbing Management, Fishing Enforcement, Hunting and
Trapping Enforcement, Trespass Grazing Enforcement, and
Rights-of-Way and Easement Management
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M01

Control of Poaching and Theft of Natural Resources:
Control of poaching and theft is related to the number of
natural resource categories subject to sufficient risk of
poaching and/or theft to warrant patrols and/or investigative
work, and miles of boundary, and the average number of case
incident records for poaching.
Categories include bears,
deer/elk/moose, sheep/goats, cats, reptiles/amphibians, birds,
other animals, cacti, fuel wood, other plants, and
fossils/petrified wood/other abiotic.

N02

Backcountry and River Patrol:
This programs allocates staff to prevent or minimize impacts
by visitors on natural resources in backcountry areas and
along river corridors commonly used by park visitors.

N03

Frontcountry Trail Patrol:
This program allocates staff for resource protection and
visitor use management on trails dominated by day use.

N04

Open Water Boat Patrol:
This program allocates staff for resource protection and
visitor use management on open water environments, including
large fresh water lakes and reservoirs (i.e. greater than 1000
acres) and asterion and marine waters.

N05

Backcountry/Wilderness Permitting:
This program allocates FTE to operate permit systems to
regulate the use of backcountry or wilderness environments.

NO6

Rock Climbing Management:
This program allocates staff for resource protection and
visitor use management for rock climbing areas within the
park.

N07

Alpine Climbing Management:
This program allocates staff for alpine climbing management.

N08

Fishing Enforcement:
This program allocates staff for fishing enforcement and
covers recreational fishing; commercial fishing; traditional,
subsistence,
and
native
treaty
fisheries;
anadromous/catadromous; and migratory species. Refer to the
Natural Resources Management Guideline (NPS-77), Chapter 3,
pages 31 - 44, for further program guidance.

N09

Hunting and Trapping Enforcement:
This program allocates staff for enforcement of nonsubsistence
hunting and trapping, subsistence use hunting and trapping,
and native animal management. Refer to the Natural Resources
Management Guideline (NPS-77), Chapter 3, pages 27 - 30, for
further information.
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Trespass Grazing Enforcement:
This program allocates staff for trespass grazing enforcement.
By definition, the running,-at-large on park lands, without an
authorization permit is considered livestock trespass and
prohibited.
Refer to the Natural Resources Management
Guideline (NPS-77), pages 19 - 21, for further information.

Nil

Rights-of-Way and Easement Management:
Rights-of-way and easements represent tools for managing and
controlling access to, use of, and interest in land so as to
best preserve park resources. All existing rights-of-way and
easements should be monitored and potential resource impacts
reported. Refer to the Special Park Uses Guideline, (NPS-53);
and the Natural Resources Management Plan Guideline (NPS-77)
Chapter 3, page 69, for details.

POO

PALEONTOLOGICAL RESOURCES MANAGEMENT:
Paleontological resources in the National Park System are
exceeding diverse. In size they range from microscopic pollen
to dinosaur skeletons over 100 feet in length. In age, they
range from only a few thousand years to over a billion years.
Paleontological resources consist of both body and trace
fossils,
of
all
groups
of
organisms
(vertebrates,
invertebrates, plants, pollen and spores, etc.)
The Paleontological Resources Management includes cyclic
prospecting to identify paleontological resources being
uncovered by erosion processes, cataloging specimens,
administering
collecting
permits,
and
protecting
paleontological resources and mitigating the impacts of park
visitors. Refer to the Natural Resources Management Guideline
(NPS-77), Chapter 2, 155 - 175, for further program guidance.

Q00
QOl

WATER RESOURCES MANAGEMENT:
The Water Resources Management Program consists of monitoring
water quality and quantity in Asterion, Marine, Palustrine,
Natural Lakes/Ponds, Rivers and Streams, Reservoirs, and
Springs/ Groundwater.
It also includes Water Rights
Management. Many water quality issues relate to surrounding
land-use activities such as oil and gas development, mining,
encroaching urbanization, industrial activity, agricultural
practices, or land development (including sewage effluent
discharge and landfill leaching).
The severity of water
quality and quantity degradation (of both surface and
groundwater) and the constituents affected depend upon the
type and the extent of the activity, watershed, and aquifer
characteristics, and effectiveness of mitigative measures.

Q02

Water Rights Management:
Water rights vary from state to state, but fall
general categories, riparian and appropriative.
rights, recognized by most eastern states, originate
ownership and are dependent upon contiguity of land
RMP Software Manual —
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of water. The appropriative rights doctrine, adopted by most
western states, is based on the concept of "first in time,
first in right".
Refer the Natural Resources Management
Guideline (NPS-77), Chapter 2, pages 56 - 59, for further
information.
R00

Social Science Research:
This program allocates staff for Social Science Research.

S00

SCIENCE CONSULTATION AND OVERSIGHT:
The Science and Consultation and Oversight Program provides
guidance to the superintendent and natural resource managers
on a parks research program.
This programs allocates staff to coordinate and oversee
independent, National Biological Service, and contract
researchers and to advise to park managers on research and
other science-related matters. Refer to the Natural
Resources Management Guideline (NPS-77), Chapter 5, pages 115, for further program guidance.

V00

VEGETATION MANAGEMENT:
The Vegetation Management Program consists of Native
Terrestrial Plant Management & Monitoring, Native Aquatic
Plant Management and Monitoring, Threatened & Endangered
Plant Management, Exotic Plant Management, Reintroduction of
Extirpated Plants, Subsistence use Management-Plants, and
Agricultural Use Management.

vol

Native Terrestrial Plant Management and Monitoring:
Native Terrestrial Plant Management and Monitoring is the
maintenance, establishment, or restoration of target
vegetation that meets a park's management objectives. Refer
to the Natural Resources Management Guideline (NPS-77),
Chapter 2, pages 2 - 17, for more information on this
program.

V02

Native Aquatic Plant Management and Monitoring:
Native aquatic plant management and monitoring includes:
aquatic animal habitat protection and management, floodplain
management, wetlands management, and restoration and
mitigation of aquatic habitats. Refer the Natural Resources
Management Guideline (NPS-77), Chapter 2, pages 62 - 91 for
more information.

V03

Threatened & Endangered Plant Management:
Management and monitoring of Federal Threatened & Endangered
and Candidate 1 & 2, and State Listed plant species
includes: developing recovery plans, habitat or plant
species restoration, population argumentation, coordination
with federal and state agencies, management and monitoring
of rare and/or sensitive plant species, and information and
education. Refer to the Natural Resources Management
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Guideline (NPS-77), Chapter 2, pages 267 - 281 for further
program guidance.
V04

Exotic Plant Management:
Exotic plant management includes control and monitoring.
Exotic plant control includes prevention of exotic plant
species invasions and control of established exotic plant
species. Control of established exotic plant species
includes the following: species evaluation, developing an
information base, monitoring, and initiation of control
action. Monitoring of exotic plants includes monitoring of
impacts of exotic plant species after the majority of the
exotic plants are removed as well as the monitoring of
exotic plants that the park is not currently controlling.
Refer to the Natural Resources Management Guideline (NPS77) , Chapter 2, pages 284 - 301, for further program
guidance.

V05

Reintroduction of Extirpated Plants:
Recently reintroduced plant species require special
monitoring and therefore are considered along with plant
species with reintroduction plans. Refer to the Natural
Resources Management Guideline (NPS-77), Chapter 2, pages 2
- 17 and pages 267 - 281, for more detail.

V06

Subsistence Use Management-Plants:
The traditional use of park lands and resources by Native
Americans and others who have traditional ties to those park
lands and resources is a significant activity in Alaska
parks, and also occurs in other areas Servicewide. This
program deals with religious activities, or subsistence
activities that include foraging. Refer to the Natural
Resources Management Guideline (NPS-77), Chapter 3, pages 89
- 96, for more information.

V07

Agricultural Use Management:
Agriculture use in general fall into the following
categories: cultural landscapes, reservations of use and
occupancy, concession management, gardening, and wildlife
habitat. Refer to the Natural Resources Management
Guideline (NPS-77), Chapter 3, pages 60 - 67, for further
program guidance.

WOO

WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT:
The Wildlife Management Program consists of Native
Terrestrial Animal Management & Monitoring, Native Aquatic
Animal Management & Monitoring, Threatened & Endangered
Animal Management, Reintroduction of Extirpated Animals,
Exotic Animal Management, Native Animal Species Population
Management, Bear Management, Fisheries Management, Hunted
and Trapped Species Management, and Subsistence Use
RMP Software Manual —
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Management.
W01

Native Terrestrial Animal Management and Monitoring:
Native Terrestrial Animal Management and Monitoring
allocates staff for managing systems and populations.
System management includes: biological diversity, genetic
diversity, external and internal impacts on animal
populations, effects of historic animal management
practices, interagency management, and human use management.
Animal population management includes: habitat
manipulation; argumentation of diminished populations;
predator management; nuisance animals; control of disease;
trapping, tagging, and collecting; handling of injured,
dead, and stranded animals; and supplemental feeding. Refer
to the Natural Resources Management Guideline (NPS-77),
Chapter 2, pages 2 0 - 4 4 for more detail.

W02

Native Aquatic Animal Management & Monitoring:
The Native Aquatic Animal Management and Monitoring Program
includes the following activities: managing and monitoring
biological attributes of aquatic animals, protecting aquatic
animals from human activities, managing and monitoring a
wide range of aquatic animals in a wide range of aquatic
habitats from lakes and ponds to coastal floodplains and
wetlands [see Natural Resources Management Guideline (NPS77) , Chapter 2, page 66), floodplain management, and
management and monitoring of marine animals i.e. coral
reefs. Refer to the Natural Resources Management Guideline
(NPS-77), Chapter 2, pages 46 - 104 for further program
guidance.

WO3

Threatened & Endangered Animal Management:
This program consists of managing and monitoring Federally
listed Threatened & Endangered and Candidate 1 & 2 animals,
and State listed animal species. Management and monitoring
of these animal species includes: developing recovery
plans, habitat or animal species restoration, population
argumentation, salvage of dead specimens, coordination with
federal and state agencies, management and monitoring of
rare and/or sensitive animal species, and information and
education. Refer to the Natural Resources Management
Guideline (NPS-77), Chapter 2, pages 267 - 281 for further
program guidance.

W04

Reintroduction of Extirpated Animals:
Recently reintroduced species require special monitoring and
therefore are considered along with species with
reintroduction plans in determining the workload needed in
the reintroduction of extirpated animal subprogram. Refer to
the Natural Resources Management Guideline (NPS-77), Chapter
2, pages 35 and 36, for further program guidance.
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WO5

Exotic Animal Management:
Exotic animal control includes prevention of exotic animal
species invasions and control of established exotic animal
species. Control of established exotic animal species
includes the following: species evaluation, developing an
information base, monitoring, and initiation of control
action. Examples of exotic taxa include: exotic ungulates,
small mammals, exotic invertebrates, and exotic fish.
Control/management of special categories of exotic animals
in cultural landscapes is also included in this allocation.
Exotic animal monitoring includes monitoring of impacts
after the majority of the exotic animals are removed as well
as the monitoring of exotic animals that the park is not
currently controlling. Refer to the Natural Resources
Management Guideline (NPS-77), Chapter 2, pages 284 - 301
for more information.

WO6

Native Animal Species Population Management:
Native animal species population management activities
include: control of unnatural concentrations or abundance
of animals and restoration of native animal species.
Examples include white tailed deer, mule deer, bison, elk,
caribou, big horn sheep, and alligators. Refer to the
Natural Resources Management Guideline (NPS-77), Chapter 2,
pages 3 2 - 36 for more detail.

WO7

Bear Management:
Bear Management includes the full scope of bear management
and monitoring activities that include eliminating the
availability of human food sources, minimizing unpleasant
interactions between bears and people and mitigating such
interactions when they occur, handling of bears, and
monitoring bear populations. Refer to the Natural Resources
Management Guideline (NPS-77), Chapter 2, pages 335 - 349.

W08

Fisheries Management:
The Fisheries Management Program allocates staff to conduct
an ongoing fisheries management program. It includes
monitoring and mitigating the impact of fishing on native
systems, stocking, commercial harvest, traditional use,
fisheries restoration versus enhancement and maintenance of
genetic integrity. "Fish" includes any member of the
subclasses Agnatha, Chondrichthyes, or Osteichthyes, or any
Mollusk or Crustacean found in saltwater. Refer to the
Natural Resources Management Guideline (NPS-77), Chapter 3,
pages 32 - 44, for reference.

WO9

Hunting and Trapped Species Management:
Hunting and Trapped Species Management includes the use of
checking stations, area signing, enforcement patrols, and
registration systems for the management of the program.
Refer to the Natural Resources Management Guideline (NPSRMP Software Manual —
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77), Chapter 3, pages 28 - 30 for more detail on the
program.
Wio

Subsistence Use Management-Animals:
The Subsistence Use Management-Animals program deals with
religious activities, or subsistence activities that include
hunting, fishing, trapping, and foraging. Refer to the
Natural Resources Management Guideline (NPS-77), Chapter 3,
pages 90 - 96, for further information on this program.

ZOO

GRAZING MANAGEMENT:
The Grazing Management Program includes legislatively
authorized rangeland grazing administered directly by the
NPS or be another agency for the Service, phaseout
situations, pasturing to maintain a historic scene, grazing
trespass, and use of trail stock.
Grazing management includes managing and monitoring of
commercial grazing or pasturing on park lands and the
management and monitoring of recreational and administrative
(government, permittee, and private) packstock use. Refer
to the Natural Resources Management Guideline (NPS-77),
Chapter 3, pages 1 - 2 6 , for further detail.

The 1995 software does not include a R-MAP code selection for
"other". If you have a natural resource (or integrated) project
that does not fit into any of the given R-MAP codes, you may
leave the R-MAP data entry fields blank. Future software
modifications will likely include an R-MAP code to address this
situation.
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Appendix I
Example Filter

a

The RMP software may be used to search through the database and isolate only those
project statements that meet selected conditions. This procedure is referred to as
"filtering" and can be a complex exercise depending upon the user's familiarity with
computer data fields and logical conditional statements. It is strongly recommended
that reports generated with the filter process be scrutinized and compared with the main
"unfiltered" database for accuracy. The filter utility is not designed for the novice
software user.
The following example shows how to build a filter that will show only those project
statements within the Program/funding program that have been identified as pertaining
to threatened and endangered species:
a.

The user determines that project statements concerning threatened and
endangered species are primarily identified by the servicewide issue codes N02
orN03.

b.

From the "List of projects" screen (displayed immediately after selecting
"Project/funding program" from the opening shell) press [Alt L] to pull-down
the "Locate Menu".

c.

Select "Make or load a filter".

d.

Use the [Tab] key to move the highlight across the bottom of the screen and
press [Enter] when the "New" selection is highlighted.

e.

Enter a brief description name for the filter about to be created. The software
will automatically save each filter that you create (so that you may recall them
as needed), so try to name the filter something that will be somewhat selfexplanatory for future reference. In this example, type the name: "T&E,
Issue Codes = N02 or N03". Press [Enter] after typing the name.

f.

A screen will appear that enables you to select the field(s) to search on. Use
the up and down arrow keys to position the highlight bar on the field "Issue
codes" and then press the [Enter] key.

g.

A screen will appear that enables you to select an operator. Use the up and
down arrow keys to position the highlight bar on the operator "Exactly
matches" and then press the [Enter] key.
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h.

A small box will appear that enables you to enter a comparison value to search
for. In this example, the value will be three positions in length (the size of an
issue code). Enter the issue code for T&E Animals, "N02". Press the space
bar to put a check mark in the spot next to "Ignore case". Press the [Enter]
key.

i.

The filter command is now ready to isolate only those projects that have issue
code N02 entered within the project statement. In this example we are trying
to isolate both animal and plant T&E projects, so use the [Tab] key to move
the highlight across the bottom of the screen to "Add" and press the [Enter]
key.

j.

A screen will appear that enables you to select a connector. This is how you
build a conditional search statement. Use the [Tab] key to move the highlight
to "OR" and press the [Enter] key.

k.

You are now back to the screen that enables you to select a field. Position the
highlight on the field "Issue codes" and press the [Enter] key.

1.

You are now ready to repeat steps g,h as described above. When you repeat
step h, enter the issue code for T&E Plants, "N03".

m. The filter command is now ready. Use the [Tab] key to highlight OK and
press [Enter].
n.

You will now be returned to the main filter selection screen. If you had
created other filters, they would all be listed here. Use the up or down arrow
keys to highlight the name of the filter "T&E, ISSUE CODES = N02 OR
N03". Then use the [Tab] key to highlight OK and press then press [Enter].

o.

The file containing your project statements will be searched and those projects
that meet the search condition created by the filter will be displayed on screen.
A flashing message will also appear to remind you that a filter is active. You
may now use the various pull-down menus (such as Print) to perform functions
on the isolated projects within the filter.

p.

To release the filter and restore all projects to the screen, press the [Ah L]
keys again and select "Unfiltered". If you skip this step and exit the program,
the filter will automatically be released.

The filter capabilities of the RMP software may be used to quickly isolate specific
groups of projects from large data files. Complex analysis and reporting may be
accomplished through this process. It is possible to build filters that search project
titles or text fields for specific words. Budget information may also be filtered
(imagine searching for only projects that require less than $20,000 and have a priority
number less than 10). As you can see, the possibilities are extensive. Please contact
technical support if you have questions concerning the use of filters.
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RESOURCE MANAGEMENT PLAN

(RMP)

UPDATE CHECKLIST

This form should be completed i n hard copy, with an o r i g i n a l s i g n a t u r e , whenever an
update of t h e p a r k ' s RMP d a t a b a s e i s s e n t t o t h e r e g i o n . Send an o r i g i n a l t o t h e
r e g i o n a l o f f i c e and save a d u p l i c a t e for t h e p a r k ' s RMP notebook.
Memorandum
To:

Regional Director
Attn: RMP coordinator

From:

Superintendent,

Subject:

RMP Update

Part 2; Type of
Hard Copy

update
Database Files (CC:mail)

Text Files (cc:Mail)

Database Files' (disk)

Text Files (disk)

Part 2: Documentation
of Changes
An update of the park's RMP database was transmitted to the regional office
/
/
This update differs from the previous version transmitted in the following sections
(check as many as needed):
(use back of form or additional
pages if
needed)

r_.

All project statements were reviewed and updated, changing budgets and minor parts
of text as needed.
The following project statements were significantly changed (cite project
statement numbers and briefly
describe the nature of the changes):

New project statements were added (cite project statement numbers):

Personnel table(s) for FY

were revised.

Personnel table(s) for FY

were added.

Other. Please describe:

Part 3;
Certification
Check one of the following:
The changes made are minor improvements and consistent with the park's previouslyapproved RMP. The date of approval was
/
/ .
Changes are significant. Changes are (check one or more):
Beyond the scope of the approved RMP
Inconsistent with the approved RMP (changes in direction)
Both
We request full review and approval of the changes and/or revised plan.
The park's RMP is not yet approved, or the approval date is more than four years
old. The draft RMP is / is not (circle) ready for full review and approval.

Signature of Park Superintendent

Date

